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Come into the nearest branch of
Bank Leumi or one of our Foreign
Resident and Tourist Centers and
we’ll give you a free gift for
opening a high-interest, new
tax-free foreign currency account

.*

A Bank Leumi Free, Foreign

Currency Account provides an
opportunity to hold foreign

currency time deposits that are
not subject to any Israeli taxes.
It’s completely confidential.

You can open this account in your
name, jointly with others, or in

trust for a minor. You can convert
freely from one currency to
another, or transfer funds almost
anywhere in the world. And with
the convenience of bank-by-mail,
we’re as near as your closest
mailbox.

* This offer is limited to accounts
held for one year with a minimum

"deposit of, $500.

If time is short just fill in this

coupon. We’ll send you all the
information you need to open a

Free, Foreign Currency Account
and when you do, we’ll mail you
your free gift.

Bank Leumi Foreign Resident

:
and Tourist Centers:

Tel Aviv
1 SO Ben Yehuda Street

Tel: (03) 229231

Tel Aviv Hilton — Bank Leumi
Executive Business Center
Independence Park
Tel: (03)244222

Dan Tel Aviv

Jerusalem
47 Jaffa Rd.
Tel: (02) 227471/2

Jerusalem Plaza — • Bank Leumi
Financial. Information Center

.
47 King George Street
Tel: (02)228133

Haifa
123 Hanassi Blvd.
Tel: (04)8614)

Nefanya
*5 Herd Street
Tel: (053) 37071/7 ’

And major hotels
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Night descends, prayers begin, the candles lit,

apples dipped in honey, rounded challah loaves,

the shofar sounds, the circle is completed.

May we all be inscribed in the Book of Life

for a healthy, happy, prosperous and peaceful new year.
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THE FATIGUE was deeply etched

on Moshe Arens’ face when we inet

in ihc austere offices of the com-

mander of the Staff and Command
College on August 25.

Arens hud come from a full

schedule of meetings, some with

visiting personalities, such as the

Austrian defence minister, others

on the pending redeployment in

Lebunon. Earlier that day the

government had decided to post-

pone the move scheduled for Sun-

day the 28th in order to give the

Americans and Lebanese as much
lime as possible to try to find a

political solution to the problems in

the Shouf.

Arens has aged perceptibly in the

six months he has been defence

minister. He took over from Ariel

Sharon in impossible circum-

stances. The IDF was bogged down
in Lebanon, sustaining casualties in

u war no one understood, and to

which there seemed no end; the

IDF hierarchy had been decimated

by the recommendations of the

Kuban Commission; the conditions

of Sharon's departure precluded an

orderly transition of power, leaving

Arens to find his own way through

the defence labyrinth, with little or

no help.

The situation on the West Bank
was volatile, with riots by the local

population being met by acts of

Jewish vigilantism; the defence
budget came up for drastic review

and subsequent drastic cuts; and
relations with the Americans were
at an all-time low, leaving important
defence decisions suspended mid-
air.

Since taking office his problems
have multiplied. The treaty with the

Lebanese has gone awry, forcing

Arens to accept the half-measure of

a partial redeployment. The situa-

tion on the West Bank got worse
before it got better; and the defence
budget cuts have left the defence es-

tablishment reeling.

While relations with the
Americans have improved, they are

still problematic, and the future of

the Luvi jet fighter programme — a

project of intense personal interest

to the minister — remains under a
cloud posed by both the budget cuts

and America's mercurial attitude to

the project.

WE HAD plenty to talk to Arens
about. Our conversation took place
before Prime Minister Begin an-
nounced his intention to resign and

• before the withdrawal to the Awall

line. The issues broached with
Arens in this interview, however,
are of a deeper nature than those ir-

reversibly affected by transient

political events, and the minister’s

statements regarding basic Israeli

policy remain valid.

The men around Arens, whether
they .wear uniform or not, look
remarkably like the minister. The
overall impression one gets
watching Arens in consultation with
his aides before the interview is of
clean-cut efficiency. Voices are
controlled, decisions made calmly.
''Arena listens to His press adviser
Nachman Shai

.
outlining what he

thinks Ihe minister should say at the
Staff: and Command College
graduation., ceremony, and reads
deliberately the cables brought in
by his two military aides. There is

sojne small talk, during which the
• nynbler says that he has been very
impressed by the calibre of the In-

. habitants 0f;
Judea, Samaria and

Gaia; he has met. .'

ft was natural, however, that we
start; our -conversation with

.

jLebartort. j.'
. . !

i PUESJIP'S/; i ity, are mating rfof ;

The Arens angle
Defence Minister Moshe Arens explains his

point of view on the basic military and

security issues, in an exclusive

Rosh Hashana interview with

The Post's HIRSH GOODMAN.

months to the day after you assumed

your position as defence minister.

Would you have taken that post, had

you known In advance how difficult the

Job would be?

ANSWER: 1 didn’t really have

any illusions that It was going to be

easy, or -our situation was going to

be tranquil. The circumstances

were very difficult. I had been asked

to lake the post because my
predecessor, Arlk Sharon, had to

resign; This was taking place at the

time when the Israeli Defence

Forces were involved in Lebanon.

A tot of people had died in the

fighting, and it wds riot at ail ;clear

yet how we were going to'extricate

. ourselves from there. The govern-

ment was. in a- tenuous position in

the Knesset. So I really can’t say

that it suddenly became clear to' me,

iho^ difficult a time; this was gbidf

to be. I was aware of that before be-

ing asked to take the Job.

Were meeting two weeks before

this Interview Is going lo be published,

and I d like to assume that Israel will

have redeployed In Lebanon by then.

We are going to be giving up all points

of control on the Belrut-Dqmasctis

highway. We dre also going to be giv-

ing up the proximity we had to the

decision-making centre of Lebanon.

Beirut, and as a retitlt the direct in-

fluence we have over ihe courie oj

events there. Was this war worthwhile?
•

11
I

THATS difficult to say, .it’s an
almost impossible question to

answer. I don't know if any war can

be discussed in those terms.’ Maybe
twenty or thirty yearsTromnow, we
would be able, in a theoretical and

abstract sehse, tp discuss this war.—
7 whvther it could; have been done

-differently, and even whether it was
worth the cost. I think, without beg-'

ging the.question, that (he war was
unavoidable. . No country, no
government that takes seriously its

responsibilities Tor the safety of its

civilians, can put up with a situation

where there are terrorists who at-

tack tpwris, villages and citizens

from across the. border.

You can look back and say that in

1916, when Pancho Villa took con-
trol of sections of Mexico and the

central government lost control,

pnd when civilians in Texas
were threatened, it did. ndt take

long for the U.S. president. Woodrow 1

Wilson, to send his army deep (nlo

Mexico. You can ask yourself what
wbuld Israel do if the PLO were to

take over the Jordan, or part of

Jordan, or were to begin again ter-
‘ forcing towns in the Beit Sheun
.'Vujlcy iihdihe Jordan Valley!

That did happen in the late Sixties

and in 1*170. but we never went to Am-
man in solve the problem.

IF HUSSEIN had not ousted the

PLO we might have gone in if there

had been a continuation of bom-
bardments of Itcil Shcan. and
parents started saying: ‘We can't

justify keeping our children in the

urea." I think that it’s not loo far-

fetched to think that we would have
taken action (here...

But look at the cost of this war, at

the 517 lives lost, the 3,000 men In-

jured, the damage to Israel's reputa-

tion and the civilian casualties on ihe

other side. We are leaving before

there 's a strong central government in

Lebanon, and leaving before the

Syrians have moved one Inch. You

look back and you have to ask

yourself: would you have done this:

were we correct in launching this war

?

THE MOST IMPORTANT thing to

look at is whether the people in the

northern part of the country are liv-

ing in shelters, or living a normal life

above ground. You know the

answer. That is the most Important

thing. You cannot leave a section of

the population living in shelters. 1

was chairman of the Foreign Affairs

and Defence Committee two-and-a-

half years ago, and representatives

or towns and villages and kibbutzim
in the Galilee came to the commit-
tee, and they said the shelters were

£ not sufficient. The shelters were
fine against air raids, but they were

|
definitely not satisfactory for living

]| In for protracted periods under

c ground — which is what a lot of

e people in the Galilee were faced
1-with given the constant Katyusha

A and artillery attacks before the war.

| Israel just doesn't have the
S' economic resources to build cities

| underground, to build supermarkets
underground. It was a truly insuf-

ferable situation.

1 think Israel had no alternative.

You might say, in retrospect, that

we could have moved foster, slower,

not come into this area, or gone out
of that area. I’m sure there's no war
in which, in retrospect, you can't

find some things that could have
.been done and might have been
done differently.

Also, an important goal at the

lime was that one day a government
in Beirut (hat is fully stable and
friendly to Israel, will ensure that

there will be no hostile activities

frqjn Lebanon against Israel.

The Syrian presence in Lebanon
is making it more difficult for a

stable government to exist in Beirut,

and for a stable government in

Beirut to carry on reasonable,,
penceful relations with us. But, I

would say,. It’s not a lost cause yet.

We have decided on a redeploy-

s ment. that will remove us from
- Beirut, but we remain the biggest

j supporters of the Jemayel govern-

) ment — and will continue to be the

s biggest supporters apart from Mr.
5 Jemayel hlmseir.

'

i However, the benefits derived
- from being in Beirut were not

8 balanced by the very great cost of-

making that effort — the cost in

a lives, and the economic cast as well,

i- So we decided — aqd I think we
e decided correctly that this was a

1, burden we were not ready to bear:

s Hopefully, the Multinational Force

e will bear some of that burden, and
w hopefully, Mr. Jemayel and his,

o government will show the kind or

it leadership that will maintain him in

o power, and free from Syrian
)f

' domination. If that turns out to be

r- the case, then most certainly we've
n

.
done the right thing. .

. i coiuintii'il oiw/ffl/ 1
1
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Ifan' permanent Is this temporary

redeployment?

WELL, ITS NOT permanent at all,

certainly in terms of our intentions,

I told people in Beirut, when I

recently visited there, that those
who talk about the redeployment on
the Awali being a step towards the

partition of Lebanon are creating

that perception. Maybe they have
some ulterior motives when they say

that, because they should certainly

know that that is not our intention.

But we would like to withdraw to

the international boundary — to the

Meiulla-Rosh Hanikra line. But we
will not return to that line until we
have a reasonable assurance that

the areas wc evacuate will not be fil-

led by elements hostile to Israel. In

that sense, the withdrawal to the

Awali was a reasonably easy deci-

sion for us, because even if worst
comes to worst, and the Lebanese
government is not capable of con-
trolling the nrea that we leave, and
tile PLO does go back in (here, it's

going to be unpleasant for the IDF
sluing on (he Awali.

The Austrian minister of defence said
he was told by Syrian Defence
Minister Mustafa Tlas that 24 hours
after the Israelis withdrawfrom all of
Lebanon, the Syrians will be out too.

Don *t you think we should take him at

hts word and guarantee Its Implemen-
tation by an implied threat ifhefails?

HE TOLD ME the same story. I'd

pul aside the threat business,
although we do have some people in

Israel who try to engineer a policy
towards Syria based on doctrines
and red lines, where we take a posi-

tion, but we still throw down a
gauntlet and back up our positions
with threats about what we will do if

the other side does not abide by the
rules (we) set down.

.

My feeling is that that is the beat
way of going to war. Doctrine is not

.

.
a very good way of making policy.
We have to be a lot more pragmatic
and a lot more flexible, than just
drawing lines down on paper.

.. So to fell you the truth, it’s not my
i

style of thinking — or policy- •

making— to be planning on telling

the Syrians that! "if you do one
..-rthliigi it's okay, and if you don't,

'

:

. r
ypu better watdi oui.’Mthink you •

• need a lot. more freedom of!
...maneuver than that kind of state- •'

• rrtent gives us. .* •

V But I think really the answer to;."

the question — on whether, they will
:

'
• leav« or not — is that If you believe
that, you don’t know the S«ians.

.The Syrians.- have no intention of'
.. leaving; Lebanon 24 hours after wo
’’

' they probably hitVo (he inten-
. lipn of taking over all of Labahon 24 .

'.hours alter wc leave* It's not a mat--
:
-

; i tar of finding, a face-saving formula.: 1

' Tor the: Syrians to leave, asl think ;:

,;: ,\viu the (concept in Washington a
'.

: fijw months ago.
The Syrians; today occupy 57 per.-

pent 'of Lebanon; In the past they
•;

;

Occupied all of Lebanon,'Wh*l thoy
;

- are, looking fan today
:U not to get

.

; out; .they're looking:;to mpovef. 1
‘

lost ground.

; .v i.
The’v.Syrlaiis fed Ambassador1

"

^^ihllip.-'fiablb. a Jirte »for
j many i

{ Lldonthskfduring thels^aeU-Lcbanese1

j j
hegotlatiohs. Some

i people have
' iforgoUbn it now. bra^ totcl Me
nablb that he- shpulc)

> b? .]taking

.

some trips to Damascus and ctii>

..ducting: parallel negoijlatiqiis ,

;
betVycbn.Lebanon aha Syria,

:s6 tlial,,-

there would be a .slm'uljlihepidr':

.withdrawal of Syrian
;

uncjj -Israeli

I;- forces. He said he had been..t6 •

} 'Damascus, and he'd, been given
Solute, assurances . that .once' Israel

> and Lebanon, signed, the
,
Syrians

' Wbujd move out as,well.But when '

.;
we came rlghtdown l6 the signing,'

l-iftcfrsjix
;

they began to be a little doubtful

uboul whether it was a 95 per cent

assurance, or a 90 per cent as-

surance, and within two weeks the

50 per cent confidence became zero

confidence.

And U remains at zero? Are the

Syrians never going to leave

?

AT THIS STAGE of the game, I’d

say it is zero, in terms of the Syrians

leaving of their own free will. There
is probably no case in recent history

where an Arab army has freely left

territories they had occupied.

By that I don't mean to say that,

therefore, the Syrians will be in

Lebanon forever. I tell you, and I

told my American colleagues and
some Lebanese as well, that if the

circumstances are created where
the Syrians feel that they are under
pressure ; where you create a system

of disincentives for them to stay in

Lebanon, or maybe they come to

the conclusions based on their own
interests that they'd be better off

getting out than slaying in, then
ntayhe they'll move.
This will take some extensive ef-

fort over some time.

The Lebanese government will

have to be the main actor in this

drama. They will have to tell the
Syrians that they demand that Syria

leaves, thereby ripping off the
screen of so-called legitimacy that

the Syrians have surrounded
themselves with.

So why doesn 7 Jemayel do It?

YOU KNOW, he’s done U, but not
as emphatically as he should have.

' The Arab League and some ofthe
Arab leaders, like Hussein and
President Mubarak, have said
something about the Syrians leav-

ing, but there's not been a clear-cut
demand — and probably won't be
unless Jemayel himself becomes in-
sistent. If he does he will probably
get the support of the surrounding
Arab countries. Alter all this is not
the kind of precedent that most
Arab leaders would like to see —
that one Arab leader, can send his

'

army into the territory of another
Arab leader (uid haVe it remain •

there. -

,
|f the Lebanese people, mount

:

some kind of a bampjilgn of civil dia- .

obedlenoe, or maybe eVen some,
military activity, directed against
Syrian occupation forces, ahd In ad-
dition, the Syrians' themselves see
that the only way to get the Israeli .

Army away from the position of 2$
fcms. from Damascus is for them to ,

move out as well, then maybe they
will cpme to the condlusion they are-

1

better off leaving Lebanon;
.

continuing to withdraw. The only

thing it that it depends on is us being

convinced that we can maintain the

safety of Lhe civilian population in

the northern part of the country.

I’d like to lean Lebanon and speak

about Judea and Samaria, The reac-

tions to reports ofJewish vlgilantlsm

may be exaggerated, but are there

grounds for concern? Are we faced

with a Jewish terrorist underground

?

WE ARE NOT discounting it. It is

not known who carried out the at-

tack against the Arab mayors. And
we do not know who carried out the

murder of the three students and

the wounding of many more, in the

Islamic College in Hebron. I don’t

want to believe that it was done by

Jews, In fact -it is hard for me to

believe that any civilized person,

Jew or Arab would have done it.

But I'm not discounting the pos-

sibility (that Jews did it). If it turns

out that it is a probability, rather

than just a possibility, it's . very

serious, and we will have to deal

with the situation.

• How do you explain the lack ofsuc-
cess ofthe security services In tracking

down the culprits?

YOU ARE DEALING with two
specific, very sevore, cases. We’ve
not found the answer, and again; as
I said, we do not know who did It.

Over the yean, it’s well known
that lhe Israeli security services
built itself primarily, almost solely,

to fight Arab terrorism. If It turns
out that we have Jewish terrorism as
\Vell, and If 1 have anything to do

..with It, they will get to work, and get
themselves organized to deal with
this as well. ..

-

: N

•
;
You haven 'lyet told the security ser-

sefW a unit to examine this
Specific problem?

c- f
‘ I AM NOT saying that at ail, The

hbl
r
S «fvlces have beenTold \o

rn™*
* theref°r a ion? tow to

, • find the perpetrators of both these
>"• crimes. Personally, you know, I am

. THAT l DID NOT say, ahd l drill
repeat what I think l said it tHe
beginning of our talk: that our iri-

not the man In charge of this. The
.‘attacks on the Arab mayors was car-

'

ried out long before I bpcanie
defence minister. I’ve been more in-

question that disturbances in Judea

and Samaria are far more
widespread among Arabs than

among Jews— no question about it.

There was a time, back in March,

when I would say it was really

dangerous to drive on the roads of

Judea and Samaria. To this day, we
have a number of incidents a week

where rocks are thrown, and we
don’t have that from ,the

Jewish population. You might just us

well ask me: "How come you
haven't apprehended all the people

throwing the rocks, and how come
you have not been able to put an

end to it?" It's a good question, and
I don't have the answer— although

wc are making serious efforts In that

direction.

Some people talk very glibly

about being able to deter these

kinds of actions by using very severe

and possibly excessive punishments.

It’s not been true when it comes to

people stealing from homes in Tel
Aviv, and I'm not sure it's true when
it comes to people who throw rocks

on the roads. So I'll say first of all,

the ratio of disturbances caused by
Arabs as opposed to those caused
by Jews is, unfortunately, way in

favour of the Arabs. Next, I would
say it is not true that in no case of
Jewish disturbances or violations of
the law in Judea or Samaria hove
there been apprehensions. There
have been cases where Jews have
been apprehended — both army
people who have violated army law
in their performance of their duties
as soldiers, and civilians who have
violated civilian law. And we've had
people brought to justice. We’ve
had people tried and we have peo-
ple in prison.

But somehow there does seem to be
a disproportionate severity when stu-

dentsfrom Blrzelt go toJailfor ayear-
and-a-ha(f for demonstrating, and
there isn’t reciprocal Justice for Jews
In the same area.

WHEN I CAME to Hebron on a
visit a few days after the killing in
the Islamic College, 1 was met by a
crowd or Very excited, I 'would say,
hysterical Jews. I suppose, most of
them were settlers In the area. One
of the things they screamed at me
was that very day u Jewish settlor
had received a 12-month prison
sentence, because he had fired in
the air. So there's something on
both Bides of the fence.

Since you took over as defence
minister and accepted practical
responsibility for the running of the
areas, have you not found a certain
disparity between the theory and the
practicality, the desirability of retain-
ing these areas

?

I WAS CONVINCED, before ! took
the position of defence minister,
Inal jhe very existence of Israel
would be at stake, 'would be In
danger, and tjie physical security of
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i true when posed to the peace treaty. Do you think

hrow rocks that your lack offaith was Justijletlt

first of all,

caused by I WOULDN’T pul it in terms of

ose caused luck of faith. The peace treaty with

ly, way in Egypt was a gamble; I think

xt, I would anybody will have to recognize that,

no case of Havc awuy two real assets, very

iolalions of important assets — strategic assets

naria have und economic assets — in return for

ms. There diplomatic relations in the expects-

Jews have tton Hun this would set us on a one-

both army waY street of long-term stable,

d army law peaceful relationship with Egypt,

their duties If anybody ut the time had been

> who have able to say thut what we would get

1 we've had in return would be that kind of

ice. We’ve relationship with Egypt, I certainly

have peo- would not have opposed the treaty.

And my guess Is that you would

hardly have found any Israeli wbo

r seem to be would oppose the treaty. Those wbo

y when stu- vultid against the treaty simply felt

7for ayear- ll«H it was a bad deal, that the risk

atlng, and w* were taking upon ourselves was

ce for Jews j>*sl loo large and that they were

pulling loo much of our assets into

that risk.
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Have you been in contact at all with something we were going to do
your Egyptian counterpart? anyway. Optimization of the mix.

NO. I hud intended to meet with the

Egyptian defence minister im-

mediately upon taking up my posi-

tion. I l in night it would have been

appropriate in terms of a new
defence minister coming in, making

regular contact. But it was the opi-

nion of all of our experts that there

was no point in even asking for such

a meeting, as the Egyptians would

have refused.

Wouldn't you like to put It to the

test?

I WOULD NOT say there was no

point. It was the opinion of all our

experts, and we have people who do

know the situation in Cairo, that it

would be foolish to ask for a

meeting. There’s no point in being

foolish.

It wouldn’t be possible to Interview

yon without speaking about the

budget. You and people who work

closely with you have stated une-

quivocally that if the cur Is anywhere

near the IS20 billion that the finance

minister is asking it would mean a
radically different IDF. Is this true?

WELL YOU KNOW what we have

agreed to, a 16 billion shekel cut,

which is a little over 300 million in

the budgetary year of 1985 — that

would be two years from now. This

is roughly a 10 per cent cut.

I would say that there Is about a

third of the budget that probably

nobody wants to cut. Some parts of

it can’t be cut — like pensions to

widows and families of the
deceased, and pensions to veterans.

Many believe that we should not be

cutting orders from the defence in-

dustries either, that In terms of

Israel’s economy this sector will be
the most likely to produce ad-

ditional exports.

- That leaves you only the two-

thirds that has to do with the IDF
itself. And two-thirds of the local

budget is what is required to main-

tain the IDF — to equip it, to train

it, to run It — what in the United

States they call operation and
maintenance. So in real terms the

cut ends up being around 14 or 15

.per cent.

Basically, when you take an army
like the IDF, and you say, Lei's cut

the operation and maintenance
budget by 15 per cent, what you are

saying is, let’s moke the army
smuller.

It doesn't mean that it has to be a

proportional shrinking in all forces.

You may not want to shrink the Air

Force at all, and shrink the Ar-

moured Corps by more than 15 per

cent, or vice versa,

We will be looking very carefully

at the basic force structure of the

IDF, trying to make the IDF a more
efficient

. fighting force totally at-

tuned to the modern technological
era that we live in — one that is bet-

ter than any armed foroe in the

world, today in adapting modern
technology to modern strategy. But
there is no question about it— car-

. fying out these cuts will mean a

smaller army.

Maybe the cuts weren't such a bad
thing, maybe they forced the arny to

look at Itself and to redefine, itself.

’• THIS may SOUND a little self-

.• Irving. But as soon as I. got onto
the job, before anybody ever talked

about outs, I asked.that we institute

a study ion the force structure so

(that we : cduld see what changes
have to be carried out to make it.

a

more effective force. That was
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Don 1 von think Israel is making a
mistake bv Investing so much in

building an induurial Infrastructure

dependent on militurv exports?

I DON'T think so, though logically

it would he better if we were to

hedge our bets and place our money
on a number of horses. But every
country should be dealing in those
products in which it has a com-
parative advantage. That only
makes good sense.

I think Israel's largest com-
parative advantage is in military

products, because these demand ad-
vanced technology on one hand and
military experience on the other.

We have both of these, and thus can
do a better job than most people in

the world. Our weapons systems are

better and cheaper than most of the
competition, and that is why Israeli

military exports have been so suc-

cessful.

But what about the moral price tag

we are payingfor this success,for sup-

plying some of the most repressive
\

regimes on earth with weapons

?

LOOK, living in the Middle East is

difficult. Having to stay on your
guard all the time is also difficult.

Doing three year's military service

is difficult. Having to serve to the

age of 54 in the reserves is difficult.

Building up a defence industry in

a small country is difficult, and one
can only maintain it if you export—
and that too is difficult,

We do not approach the problem
of military exports in a totally un-

principled manner. In fact, we are

probably more principled than most
countries. I huve been told more
than once that the British find it dif-

ficult to understand how we could

supply arms to Argentina, a

totalitarian country that is In con-

flict with a democracy like Britain.

Well, I have to remind these people

that the largest single supplier of

weapons to Argentina is Britain

itself. I have also told these people

that we would be glad to make a

deal with Oreat Britain, whereby we
will not sell weapons to totalitarian

countries in conflict with Britain, if

Britain does not sell weapons to

totalitarian countries in conflict

with Israel.

What do you see as your cen-

ral problem, the centre of your

ministerial duties, over the coming

year?

THINGS CHANGE so quickly that

I don’t know. But 1 have told myself
' and those who work with me that

there is no question that the main is-

sue in the long run Is the ftiture of

Judea and Samaria, and our

relationship with the population of

Judea and Samaria. If we make mis-

takes there, we are going to have to

pay for them; ifwe do well there, we

will benefit.

.. But in the coming year we will

still be facing the problem of

Lebanon; we will be faced with the

ongoing challenge of organizing and
' preparing the IDF; of getting more

defence for our dollars. We have

the Lavi project, the largest single

industrial programme in the history

of the state, that is going to require

! a lot of attention.
1

!’ So it Is impossible.to say where

;
the main focus will be, but there fa

;
no question that in the long run It

has to, be on Judea and Samaria.

: Even there, judging from past ex-
-

I perience, we. will spebd most of our

/time putting out fires rather than ex-

amining the long-term implications.

. '.But that fa where the main focus

| should be.i,
. p-.;
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UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL — KEREN HAYESOD

for more than 60 years, has been. the prime instrument

through ‘ which generations of Jews have provided vital

financial assistance for aliyah, settlement, education,

welfare and health services, and more recently through
Project Renewal, to the people of Israel. Beyond the support

to the budget of the Jewish Agency, the activities of the

world family of Keren Hayesod have consistently fostered

Zionism and the centrality of Israel in Jewish life.

We shall continue to fulfil our role as a major link between
Israel and the diaspora. This is measured in material terms

and in the sense of unity which exists wherever Jewish
hearts beat.

May you, your family and the entire house of Israel be

granted life and blessing in the assurance of peace.

SHANA TOVA UMEVORECHET nannwi naiu naw

Dr. Avraham Avi-hai

World Chairman

David Roberts' Lithographs of the Holy Land

Now available

as a calendar

IS 990, inch VAT
|

Not*: The complete work .of David .

Roberto in the Holy Lend. Including the

HUipgrepha which appear in the calen-

dar, Is available in book form. All 123

lithographs are reproduced, together

with colour.photograph! of each ells ae

it appears today, accompanied by text

Irojfl ..the origins!,. 1838 edition of

Roberto' book. Boxed vMume: IS 6200.

Jerusalem-only volume (26
Ifthographe): IB *2400. Fill out the

coupon at right

The popular lithographs of 1 9th-century artist David Roberts are

now available in a beautiful wall calendar. You'll want to frame

every one of the calendar's seven high-quality. 40 x 44 cm
reproductions of Robert's original hand-coloured prints,

produce*! In seven colours, including gold. (Lithographs were

made available courtesy of the Victoria, and Albert Museum
Library, London.)

The 16-month calendar (September 1983 through December
19B4) is published and produced by Terra Sancta Arte. Jt la

available at bookshops, and at offices of The Jerusalem Post in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa, or by mail. To order your calendar,

fill out and send the form below, together with your payment.
We'll send you the calendar In a crush-proof box. Write: Book
Department, The Jerusalem Post, P.O. Box 81, Jerusalem
91 000. (To send the calender overseas, add IS50 far sea moil.

IS300 for air malt.) •

To; Book Department, The Jerusalem Post, P.O. Box Bl, Jerusalem

91000. •

Please sand' me David Roberts' lithographs, as Indicated:

Lithographs of the Holy Land Calendar: IS 990

O The Holy Lapd (book, Incl. 123 lithographs): IS 6200
Jerusalem (book, incl. 25 lithographs): |8 2400

My cheque fa enclosed, payable to The Jerusalem Post. (These prices

ere valid until September 30. 1983.)

Name, (please print) .

Address...-. - • -w »

City........
'.

..V. : .Postcode. . ..Phone '...
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THU STORY of Rashidiya in (he

south of Lebanon is ihe story of the

Moslem refugees from the Arab vil-

lages of the Galilee. The Christian

refugees settled in places further

north, principally around the

capital, Ucinit, and even, in the

course of time, acquired Lebanese

citizenship. After the Christians

went north to the Beirut area, only

Sunni Moslems remained in the

Tyre area where most of the

Lebanese are Shi'ite Moslems.

The Shi'iles took care not to al-

low the refugees to acquire
Lebanese citizenship, and familiar

cries were, “Go back where you
came from," and "Go back and
fight for your rights."

At first, Ihe Palestinian refugees

would go into the town, looking for

work, for water, or for a loaf of

bread. Often they had doors slam-

med in their faces, as if they had the

plague or bore the evil eye. Many of
those to whom I spoke remember
these first years with bitterness, par-

ticularly the behaviour of their

Shi'ite neighbours. They began to

feel that they had an identity: they
were the Palestinians, the luckless,

chained to a biller fate.

The nationalistic Palestinian
identity, for the most part, was bom
not so much in reaction to meetings
with Zionists as in reaction to their

Arab neighbours in their new loca-

tions in Lebanon.
Tho Palestinians became the butt

of Lebanese humour, the myriad
jokes all being based on their

poverty; homelessness and
dependence on charily, but above
all on their supposed cowardice.

THE PICTURE of the barefoot,

tattered Palestinian man, knocking .

-on doors in tile hope of a day's
work, and of his ill-clad wife, a bun-
dle on Her Head, following behind,
was n standard part of the UNRWA
propaganda pamphlets. The
stereotype followed them for years,

.long after tltcir industriousness had
proven the picture false, a relic of
the bad days of the past.

At first, the Palestinian reftigees

didn't look for steady jobs.
Somehow the very fact that a Job
was permanent seemed to imply
that they had acquiesced in their ex*'

.ile. They tried, at first, to ihake do'
with the help they received from
UNRWA and tho remains . of dio.

money and possessions they had
brought jyith them,

.

Bui by the end of the flriit winter, :

• there :wai no .money lef|.„ The
. clothes they had brought with them
were worn out and the clothing and
blankets UNRWA gave them just

- weren’t chough! Even the food from
UNRWA WaS insufficient. 1 True, It

'.kepi them from starvation; bqllt
wg8 composed,of only. .the bales' ?

"flour,' oil. and sugar, with powdered
'.milk for! the children. And ewn this

.

' sec'nied. temporary, ;

In the Spring, when liNft,WA of-.!

;
.fored them building materials, they

,

. look., them bnd stalled to build
: houses, -Their exile.:' had .become a -

' fWdj* ail'd
1

.they started- to took .for
• work. V i

:

.
W-f :•• ..

THE FIRST main employer of the
Palestinian refugpM: was the
jgniioerBtrc Hain femuy.i dari’of;

in Lebanon, most of their land not

under cultivation. The labourers

und serfs of the local Shi’ite popula-

tion had primitive methods of farm-

ing and the yield was principally

vegetables, with a little wheal.

Profits were negligible.

But now there was a new popula-

tion of experienced farmers, who
were well versed in more modern
agricultural techniques. They were

energetic, and only too willing to

prove their worth. Many of these

Palestinians had worked for Jews
and were familiar with the produc-

tion of more valuable crops, par-

ticularly citrus and bananas. Within
a few years, groves and plantations

dotted the Lebanese coastal strip.

Most of the farms along the coastal

road, so similar to the farms of the

Galilee, are the result of the labour
of Ihe Palestinian refugees. Before

they came the area, for the most
pnrt, lay fallow, doited only by an
occasional orchard. The border of
Palestinian settlement, north of
Sidon, also marks the border of the

intensively cultivated groves and
plantations. An almost Identical

agricultural pattern begins near

Acre and ends north of Sidon.

A bond of mutual dependence,
based on expedience, was forged

between the Palestinians and the ef-

fondis. The elTendis found the

Palestinians to be reliable, biddable

workers who improved their
holdings and enriched their colters;

the Palestinians found the efFendls

to be not just an employer, but a
source of protection. This shield

was even more important at that

particular stage than was their

employment. No one In Lebanon
could hope to survive without the
leadership and Ihe protective arm of
a powerful backer with a “private
army."

MUCH OF the dreadful suffering

of the Palestinian refugees during
the' late

v
4Qs and early '50s was

caused by the fact not that they
were Palestinians, but that they
were low men on the totem pole of
an emergent capitalist society that is

still evolving. The general at-

mosphere in Lebanon Is of an ex-

treme, liberalism that allows max-
imum exploitation of the worker,
who has ito: social rights whatsoever,.

The population Is divided Into

two definite social Blrala, the very
rich and tho vory poor, even when

;

Viewed In 1982; Ini the '50s, this divi-

sion Was no' less acute and the gap 1

,waa even wider. The Palestinians

belonged, almost exclusively, to the
lower part of this division. But they

.

wfcren 't thp only .ones,, for, povcVty
among the

:
poor Shi’ite population

.Wfis no less grinding. ...

'

Tn .fact,. In some ways the Palest!-
'

plans had: the easier lot, fof the
UNRWA leapis at least saw to It

;

that they did not die of starvation. .

They also provided them with cheap
shclier; freo education aiuj free

. medical services. None of this was,
available |o the.ShPite labourer,
•Who was. {bald for his work by the.

.day and had no, social benefits.

-

’ Fropi the
;
little / they earned, they

-paid fpf- everything they gofr :

. •

; True; the Lebanese government
/provided, free education for all Itjr

aJ

‘ypCvt tn: red l

tjjifrftand fot/tM
had then,

1

sojdithefrilartd
,w ;the:!

Relations Avith tiieir South Lebanese ;

nejghbbars had a profound impact dh ^

Paldstintan refugees' self-image. that fe

brie of theconclusionsreached
’

‘Al|,vEven whcfetherewerc schools,
‘heleyolof edudatjpn. was, ml«?rably i

WjrvjlpM, Jni Southerpi
Cebpnort. were, alto inpdediisfd;
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nian people only. It encompassed
all Southern Lebanon.

THE PALESTINIANS, in general,

fared better than their Shi'ite

neighbours, because they started

with certain advantages. They knew
more languages and were more
often professionally competent; and
wherever they went they found
other Palestinians. The total
dependence of the Shi'ites on their

landed effendis was far deeper than

the dependence of the Palestinians

on their effendi employers. When
the Palestinian finished his day's

work and went home to Rashidiya,

he was hardly aware of the presence
of the effendi. He was among
Palestinians and lived under the in-

ternal Palestinian discipline. Not so

the Shi'ite, who not only depended
on the effendi for his sustenance,

but was irrevocably bound to him in

the political sense.

The original Shi'ite settlers in

Southern Lebanon did not try to

hide their envy of the Palestinians.

Nor did the Palestinians try to con-
ceal the fact that they felt superior

'

to the Shi’ites, whom they regarded
as a spineless, passive lot who did

not even bother to educate their

> children. This situation increased

the tensions between the two groups
and deepened, in the Palestinians,

their feeling of national identity.

In time, the external signs of dif-

ference were largely obliterated.

The Palestinians born in Lebanon
no longer spoke with a strange ac-

cent and the women discarded their

traditional dress in favour of the

. local garb. They also found a cer-

tain common language with their

Shi’ite neighbours -and, through
their work, even forged bonds of

friendship. But the tensions per-

sisted and even became more severe

as the economic situation of the

Palestinians improved. The Shi'ites

envied the Palestinians and the

Palestinians felt frustrated by thdir

ignominious position as second-
class citizens, as compared to tho

Shi'ites, Lo whom they felt infinitely

superior. •

AT FIRST, the government of
Lebanon viewed the Palestinians as

temporary guests, and took care

that they should not become perma-
nent boarders. Even after some
years, when it was obvious even to

the . Palestinians, let alone the
government, that they were not a

temporary phenomenon, the
government did not change their

view. They did not make any altera*

tions in law or policy that would in

any way legalize The Palestinian

presence, -

' In fact, the only official action by
the government yis-A-vis their' new
and Unwanted settlers was in the

field of internal security. They set

up an office of the Internal Security
Service at the refugee tamp, with
the explicit duly of preventing any

. organization of the Palestinians at.

. any level other than family and clan.
'A Lebanese .clerk Was installed at

camp and all municipal matters

;
.were delegated t$ hlrii. The Palesti-

nians, were forbidden to elect
anyone

' to represent them, The
Rashidiya camp had ho mukhtar of.

Us/ own: there .were'- only
.

the
• W^Atarjofncighbotlrhood8.'

: /
The Palestinians remember with

bitterness th^ orders 'that the.com-
, mandcrs of thq canid issued from
/ lime. tQ Time. Tbbsc orders .were
. designed specifically for-the FaleStl-

nlatis and. did not Apply to the

. general ; population.1 :Tbus, ' for. in-

;
atancc. therc Was ahuge jfine for lit*

* taring, .and, the fine .for throwing
dirty. Water; into thi>.^street »

as

, housewives in • the; Middle East are

accustomed to do after washing

their Boors, was equivalent to about

five days’ wages.

No doubt these orders were

responsible, at least in part. Tor the

extremely high level of sanitation in

the camp, which cannot fail lo

impress the Israeli visitor lo

Rashidiya. The inhabitants,

however, make it clear that they did

not indicate any care for hygienic

conditions on the part of the com-

mandants, but were a source of in-

come on the one hand and a way of

oppressing the Palestinians on the

other.

The regulations governing
building in Rashidiya were equally

oppressive. Palestinians were not

permitted lo construct cement

roofs, but had to be satisfied with a

shelter of galvanized tin. They were

not permitted to add to. change, or

build onto the side of the house fac-

ing the street. Building permits were

issued .only after long delays and,

usually, after the payment of a

bribe. Perhaps some of the building

restrictions were justified, since the

space available was very limited.

. But the same restrictions were en-

forced in all the refugee camps of

whatever size.

THE REASONS seemed to be as

much economic as political. Since

the camps had been constructed in

or near the cities, the land on which
they stood came to increase in value

und was badly needed for urban

development. Once again the cries

of “Palestinians oull" accompanied
the periodic incursions of the

security forces into the homes of

those who were suspected of being

politicul activists.

They made a habit of appearing
in the middle of the night, taking the

men off for interrogation, dealing
out some blows here and there, and
pushing everyone around. No war-
rant wus needed to arrest Palesti-

nians and they could be kept in

prison for months without being
brought to trial.

Sometimes the government
would even refuse to tell the family

just which prison a man was being

held in. This was particularly dis-

tressing for the Palestinians who,
because of a tradition of British

mandatory rule, saw visits from
family as one of a prisoner’s in-

alienable rights. Bringing food to an
imprisoned friend or relative was a

mailer of family honour. Families

would ofien send someone to search

for Ihe prison where a loved one
was being held.

CHILDHOOD in Rashidiya was
relatively protected. Until they

finished elementary school, the

children were surrounded by a

traditional Palestinian culture. They
first encountered discrimination and

exploitation when they finished

school and either joined their

fathers and brothers at work or ap-

plied for acceptance at a Lebanese

high school.

Most of the high schools In

Lebanon are privule. Fees are high

und places are reserved for students

of the upper classes. They usually

refused lo accept Palestinians even

when their purents'were able to pay

the tuition fees. The admission of

Palestinians was regarded as lower-

ing the schools’ standards and thus

lowering their ability to attract

quality students. This despite the

fuel that in general, the Palestinians

were industrious and, more often

thun not, even outstanding.

A Palestinian student who wanted
to go to a university in one of the

Arab states, usually to Cairo or

Damascus had to wait for months
until the security investigations had
been completed.

DISCRIMINATION was also felt

at work. In contrast lo the Lebanese

labour force, the Palestinians were

not entitled to national insurance

benefits, even though national in-

surance contributions were

deducted from their wages.

Every Palestinian who had a

reguiur job was obliged to. have a

work permit as well. These permits

were issued for limited periods only,

and for specific jobs. If a Palestinian

changed jobs he had to a new

permit. A Palestinian was also

obliged to renew his permit every

year.

And gelling u permit whs a drawn-

out, complicated and often expen-

sive bureaucratic process. To get

one, u worker needed the following

documents: a signed agreement
with an employer; a health cer-

tificate from an authorized
physician; a notarized statement

verifying the details of the appli-

cant's personal status; and a docu-

ment from the local branch of Inter-

nal Security, certifying that he was
not a danger lo national security.

With all these documents, the

would-be worker then had to travel

to Beirut to the Ministry of Social

Affairs, the only place where the

permit could be issued.

This process was so com plicated

and so expensive that few under-

took it. In the end, most of the

Palestinians with steady jobs

worked without permits. This meant
that they worked for less pay and

were entirely in the hands of their

employers.

In (he course of time, most of the

Palestinians leurned to get around

the oppressive legislations, but the

more established they became, the

more irksome this type of oppres-

sion wus lo them.

DURING THE early years, the

Palestinians conducted all their out-

side relationships and negotiations

through the Halil family. They
regarded the Palestinians as an

economic treasure and protected

them, even acting as mediators in

cases of disagreement between
Palestinians and local residents. In

time, the Palestinians learned that

the most efficient way of getting

work permits or any other services

they needed from the government

was to do it through the Halils. They
kept u sort of open house on a main
street in Tyre and whoever needed

their assistance, Palestinian or

Shi'ite, could come to them.

First the applicant would pass

through the barrier of private armed
guards, who stood at the entrance

and along the wide front balcony.

There, the secretary would meet

(hem and usk what they wanted. If it

wus a matter that demanded privacy

the applicant would be shown into

un inner room; but generally he

would he directed to the large

reception room where he would sit

in one of the chairs lining the walls,

sip a cup of coffee, wait until it was

his turn to present his request to a

member of the family. The latter sat

:ii a large desk, a secretary beside

him, recording every request and

the decision taken on it.

A visit to the reception room was,

in itself, an occasion. One could sit

there and see just how well the clan

look care of its subjects, who might

sometimes be rewarded by a word
of praise for industry, faithfulness or

value.

In the course of lime, the in-

fluence of the Halil family became
less important in the lives of the

Palestinians, but it was still a factor

to be reckoned with, and it

remained so until the time the

Palestinian organizations gained

control of Southern Lehunon.
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Till: STORY of Rashidiya in the

south of Lebanon is the story of (he

Moslem refugees from (he Arab vil-

lages of (lie Galilee. The Christian

refugees settled in places further

north, principally around the

capilul, Beirut, and even, in (he

course of time, acquired Lebanese
citizenship. After (he Christians

went north to the Beirut area, only

Sunni Moslems remained in the

Tyre area where most of the

Lebanese are Shi’ite Moslems.
The Shi'itcs look care not (o al-

low the refugees to acquire
Lebanese citizenship, and familiar

cries were, “Go back where you
came from," -and “Go back and
Tight Tor your rights.**

At first, the Palestinian refugees

would go into the town, looking for

work, for water, or for a loaf of
bread. Often they had doors slam-
med in their faces, as if they had the

plague or bore the evil eye. Many of
those to whom I spoke remember
these first years with bitterness, par-

ticularly the behaviour of their

Shi'ite neighbours. They began to

feel that they had an identity: they

were the Palestinians, the luckless,

chained to a bitter fate.

The nationalistic Palustinian
identity, for the most part, was born
not so much in reaction to meetings
with Zionists as in reaction to their

Arab neighbours in their now loca-

tions in Lebanon.
The Palestinians became the butt

of Lebanese humour, the myriad
jokes all being based on their

poverty, homelessness and
dependence on charily, but above
all on their supposed cowardice.

THE PICTURE of the .'barefoot,

tattered Palestinian.man, knocking ,

* on doors in the hope of a day's
work, and of his ill-clad wife, a bun-
dle on her head, following behind,
was a standard part of the UNRWA
propaganda pamphlets. The
stereotype followed them for years,

tong after their industriousness had
proven the picture false, a relic of
the bad days of the post.

At first, the Palestinian refugees
didn't look for steady jobs.
Somehow the very fact that o job
was permanent seemed to imply
that they had acquiesced in their ex-
ile. They tried, at first,. |p make do
with the help they received from
UNRWA and the remains of the
money and possessions they had
brought with them,

But by the end of the firtt winter,
there was no money left. The
clothes they had brought with them
.were worn out and the clothing and
blankets UNRWA gave them just

,

weren’t enough. Even tho food from
UNRWA was insufficient. True, it

. kept them from starvation, but .lt.

.was composed of only the basics—
flour, oil and sugar, with powdered
milk for the children. And oven this

. Roomed temporary. ;

In t|io spring, whop UNRWA of-

;
rerod them building materials, they
took them and started to build
bowses. Their exile 'had become a

.‘••fact, and. they started tp look:. for
work.

i

:
• :V

;
•

.FIRST main employer 'Ofthe 1

:!''P-ales tfnlan .Tqifugpfts was] the
V aristpfijratic Halil fainUy^a clan of
. : e|Tend|j similar lo those they: had
known lti the Galileei The parents
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in Lch.innn, most of their land not

under cultivation. The labourers

and serfs or the local Shi'ite popula-

tion hud primitive methods of farm-

ing and the yield was principally

vegetables, with a little wheat.

Profits were negligible.

But now there was a new popula-

tion of experienced farmers, who
were well versed in more modern
agricultural techniques. They were
energetic, and only too willing to

prove their worth. Many of these

Palestinians hud worked for Jews
and were familiar with the produc-
tion of mure valuable crops, par-

ticularly citrus and bananas. Within

u few years, groves and plantations

dotted the Lebanese coastal strip.

Most or the farms along the coastal

road, so similar to the farms of the

Galilee, arc the result or the labour

of the Palestinian refugees. Before
they cume the area, for the most
part, lay fallow, dotted only by an
occasional orchard. The border of

Palestinian settlement, north of
Sidon, also marks the border of the

intensively cultivated groves and
plantations. An almost identical

agricultural pattern begins near
Acre and ends north of Sidon.

A bond of mutual dependence,
based on expedience, was forged
between the Palestinians and the ef-

fendls. The effendis found the
Palestinians to be reliable, biddable
workers who improved their
holdings and enriched their coffers;

the Palestinians found the effendis

to be not just an employer, but a
source of protection. This shield

was even more important at that

particular stage than was their

employment. No one in Lebanon
could hope to survive without the
leadership and the protective arm of
a powerful backer with a “private
army.”

MUCH OF the dreadful suffering
of the Palestinian refugees during
Lhe late '40s and early ’50s was
caused by the fact not that they
were Palestinians, but that they
were low men on ihe totem pole or
nn emergent capitalist society that is

still evolving. The general at-

mosphere. in Lebanon Is of an ex-

treme liberalism that allows max-
imum exploitation of die worker,
who has no social rights whatsoever.
The population is divided into

two definite social strata, the very
rich and the very poor, even when
viewed in 1982. In the '50s, this divi-

sion' was' no less acute and tile gap
was even wider. The Palestinians

belonged; almost exclusively, to the
lower part of this division. But they
weren't the only ones, for poverty
among the poor. Shi'ite population
was no less grinding.

. .
In Fuel, in some ways the'Palestl-

‘ nfans had the easier lot, for the
UNRWA teams at ieitsrsaw to it

that they did nol die of starvation.
' They also provided them with cheap
.shelter, .free education and free

'

medical services. None of (his was
available to the Shi'ite labourer,
who was paid; for his work by the

' day and had; no, social benefits,
.From the Utile (hey earned, they
paid for everything they /got!

.

True, the Lebanese government
provided free education for all its •

:
aitizens,: but the school network in

, Southern: Lebqribiy was Inadequate,
®{jd hiany village; hpd no school at,

aft. Even where .there wbfe schools, .

jpp lpvol ofeducation was miserably
’

!•

pw ..i Tlje
.
services;, in,; Southern

,

Lebanon weiV also inadequate.
; Water,' electfriblty, roads and public ..

transport ^wdris almost non-existent,
• The; migration |to loihef &rcaa In »

starch - idf hotter Work, and the
'' o^graticiii'tb qther Countries, w*S *

upt \KPhenomenon of t(te ; Pplesli-

.

Relations with their South. Lebanese
; neighbours had a profound impact on :
Palestinian refugees'' self-image. That is :

one of the: conclusions reached
by ZVI LANIR, who made an intensive

.

1

study of the Rashidiya camp during
severe! rnonths last summer. The first of
Jbrae ejtcarpts frdm a book he wrote with
^MS .pUBRONSKI describes the effect
of. post-1948 traumas on the development
of a nationajistiO Palestinian society.

, i

nian people only. It encompassed
all Southern Lebanon.

THE PALESTINIANS, in general,

fared better than their Shi'ite

neighbours, because they started

with certain advantages. They knew
more languages and were more
often professionally competent; and
wherever they went they found
oLher Palestinians. The total

dependence of the Shi'ites on their

landed effendis was far deeper than

the dependence of the Palestinians

on their effendi employers. When
the Palestinian finished his day’s

work and went home to Rashidiya,

he was hardly aware of the presence
of Lhe effendi. He was among
Palestinians and lived under the in-

ternal Palestinian discipline. Not so
the Shi'ite, who not only depended
on the effendi for his sustenance,

but was irrevocably bound to him in

lhe political sense.

The original Shi’ite settlers in

Southern Lebanon did not try to

hide their envy of the Palestinians.

Nor did the Palestinians try to con-
ceal the fact that they felt superior

'

to the Shi’ites, whom they regarded

as a' spineless, passive lot who did

not even bother to educate their

. children. This situation increased

the tensions between the two groups
and deepened, in the Palestinians,

their feeling of national identity.

In time, the external signs of dif-

ference were largely bbliterated.

The Palestinians born in Lebanon
no longer spoke with a strange ac-

cent and the women discarded their

traditional dress in favour of the

local garb. They also found a cer-

tain common language with their

Shi’ite neighbours and, through
their work, even forged bonds of

friendship, But the tensions per-

sisted and even became more severe

as the economic situation of the

Palestinians improved. The Shi’ites

envied the Palestinians and the

Palestinians felt frustrated by their

ignominious position' as second-

class citizens, as compared to the

Shi'itcs, to whom they felt infinitely

superior.

AT FIRST, the government of

Lebanon viewed lhe Palestinians as

temporary guests, and took care

that they should not become perma-
nent boarders. Even after some
years, when it was obvious even to

the Palestinians, let alone the

• government, that they were not a
temporary phenomenon, the
government did not change their

view. They did not make any altera-

tions in law or policy that would in

any way legalize the Palestinian

presence.

In fact, the only official action by
the government vis-4-vls their new
and Unwanted settlers was in the

field of internal security. They set

up an office of the Internal Security

.Servjce at the refugee camp, with

the explicit duty of preventing any
organization of the Palestinians at

any level other than family and clan.

A 1

Lebanese clerk was installed at

the camp and alf municipal matters
were delegated to him. The Palesti-

nians were forbidden to elect

../anyone to . represent them. The
Rashidiya camp had no mukkiar of

it* own: there were only the

.mtikhtars ,of neighbourhoods.
•

, The Palestinians remember with
‘ bitterness the orders that the com- 1

manders of the ;camp issued from
, itifhp; tbf time. These orders were
designed specifically for the Palesti-

nians .and. did not apply to tho

•; general population- Thus, for in-

• .stance, there was a huge fine for lit-

!

’

taring, and the fine fpr throwing
.‘dirty; water into;. the street, .**,

% housewives 1

in tire Middle. East are

accustomed to do after washing

their floors, was equivalent to about

five days’ wages.

No doubt these orders were

responsible, at least in part, for the

extremely high level of sanitation in

the camp, which cannot fail to

impress the Israeli visitor to

Rashidiya. The inhabitants,

however, make it clear that they did

not indicate any care for hygienic

conditions on the part of the com-

mandants, but were a source of in-

come on the one hand and a way of

oppressing the Palestinians on the

other.

The regulations governing

building in Rashidiya were equally

oppressive. Palestinians were nol

permitted to construct cement

roofs, but had to be satisfied with u

shelter of galvanized tin. They were

not permitted to add to, change, or

build onto the side of the house fac-

ing the street. Building permits were

issued .only after long delays and,

usually, after the payment of a

bribe.’ Perhaps some of the building

restrictions were justified, since the

space available was very limited.

But the same restrictions were en-

forced in all the refugee camps of

whatever size.

THE REASONS seemed to be as

much economic as political. Since

the camps hud been constructed in

or near the cities, the land on which

they stood cume to increase in value

and was badly needed for urban

development. Once again the cries

of “Palestinians out!” accompanied

the periodic incursions of the

security forces into the homes of

those who were suspected of being

political activists.

They made a habit of appearing

in the middle of the night, taking the

men off for interrogation, dealing

out some blows here and there, and
pushing everyone around. No war-

rant was needed to arrest Palesti-

nians and they could be kept in

prison for months without being

brought to trial.

Sometimes the government
would even refuse to tell the family

just which prison a man was being

held in. This was particularly dis-

tressing for the Palestinians who,

because of a tradition of British

mandatory rule, saw visits from

family as one of a prisoner's in-

alienable rights. Bringing food to an

imprisoned friend or relative was a

mailer of family honour. Families

would often send someone to search

for the prison where a loved one

wus being held.

CHILDHOOD in Rashidiya was

relatively protected. Until they

finished elementary school, the

children were surrounded by a

traditional Palestinian culture. They

first encountered discrimination and

exploitation when they finished

school and either joined their

fathers and brothers at work or ap-

plied for acceptance at a Lebanese

high school.

Most of the high schools in

Lebanon are private. Fees are high

and places are reserved for students

of the upper classes. They usually

refused to accept Palestinians even

when their parents' were uble to pay

Lhe tuition fees. The admission of

Palestinians wus regarded as lower-

ing the schools' standards and thus

lowering their ability to attract

quulity students. This despite the

fact that in general, the Palestinians

were industrious and, more often

than nol, even outstanding.

A Palestinian student who wanted
in go to a university in one of the

Arab stales, usually to Cairo ar

Damascus had to wait for months
until the security investigations had
been completed.

DISCRIMINATION was also felt

at work. In contrast to the Lebanese

labour force, the Palestinians were

nol entitled to national insurance

benefits, even though national in-

surance contributions were
deducted from their wages.

Every Palestinian who had a

regular job was obliged to have a

work permit as well. These permits

were issued for limited periods only,

and for specific jobs. If a Palestinian

chunged jobs he hud to gel u new

permit. A Palestinian was also

obliged to renew his permit every

year.

And getting a permit was a drawn-

out. complicated and often expen-

sive bureaucratic process. To gel

one, a worker needed the following

documents: a signed agreement
with an employer; a health cer-

tificate from an authorized
physician; a notarized statement

verifying Ihe details of ill© appli-

cant’s personal status; and a docu-

ment from the local branch of Inter-

nal Security, certifying that he was

not a danger to national security.

With all these documents, the

would-be worker then had to travel

to Beirut to the Ministry of Social

Afruirs, the only place where the

permit could be issued.

This process wus so complicated

and so expensive that few under-

took it. In the end, most of Lhe

Palestinians with steady jobs

worked without permits. This meant

that they worked for less pay and

were entirely in the hands of their

employers.

In the course of time, most of the

Palestinians learned lo get around

the oppressive legislations, but (he

more established they became, the

more irksome this type or oppres-

sion was to them.

DURING THE early years, the

Palestinians conducted all their out-

side relationships and negotiations

through the Halil family. They
regarded the Palestinians as an

economic treasure and protected

them, even acting as mediators in

cases of disagreement between

Palestinians and local residents. In

time, the Palestinians learned that

the most efficient way of getting

work permits or any other services

they needed from the government

wus to do it through the Halils. They
kept a sort of open house on a main

street in Tyre and whoever needed

their assistance, Palestinian or

Shi'ite, could come to them.

First the applicant would pass

through the barrier of private armed

guards, who stood at the entrance

and along the wide front balcony.

There, Ihe secretary would meet

them and usk what they wanted. If it

was a matter that demanded privacy

the applicant would be shown into

an inner room; hut generally he

would he directed to the large

reception room where he would sit

in one of the chairs lining the walls,

sip a cup of coffee, wail until it was

his turn to present his request to a

member of the family. The latter sat

fit a large desk, a secretary beside

him, recording every request and

t lie decision taken on it.

A visit to the reception room was,

in itself, an occasion. One could sit

there and see just how well the clan

look care of its subjects, who might

sometimes be rewarded hy a word
of praise for industry, faithfulness or

value.

In the course of time, the in-

fluence of the Halil family became

less important in the lives of the

Palestinians, but it was still a factor

to be reckoned with, and it

remained so until the time the

Palestinian organizations gained

control of Southern Lebanon.
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IThe limits of discipline

The members of Yesh Gvul stoutly maintain that they are loyal Israelis. But they are willing to go to jail

rather than do their reserve duty in Lebanon. Some of them explain why, to MARSHA POMERANTZ.
“ONCl: MICHAEL, who’s four,

heard me use the word ’prison’ on
the phone. No connection to his

father, lie said ‘Mommy, why are

you using bad words? 1

So now we
don't use the word ‘prison’ with

Michael. We it'll him his father is

against the war, and has to stay in a
camp..."

The speaker is Neide (Nay-dee)
lldnvdlgyi, whose husband Robert
is doing his second stint in jail — 56
days altogether — for defying an
order for reserve service in

Lebanon. He belongs to a loose as-

sociation of selective conscientious

objectors called Yesh Gvul, which
means both "There’s a limit" and
"There's a border."

At this writing, 86 of them have
been tried in IDF disciplinary court
for their refusal to serve, and
sentenced to jail. The maximum
sentence is 35 days, but in recent
months, five of the men have been
tried and sentenced a second time
immediately upon release. Bin-
volgyi was the first of these.

What makes the second round
possible technically is the cancella-

tion ofan order requiring 42-day ad-
vance notice for call-up. So the se-

cond notice can be delivered, more
or less, at the prison exit, requiring
the reservist to refuse yet again, if

he can hold out, face another dis-

ciplinary court and presumably,
another sentence. Sometimes, on
his second call-up, he is allowed to
serve within the ' Green Une, the
pre-1967 border.

CONSCIENTIOUS objection to

service in the IDF was very rare un-
til the Lebanon war. Those who
asked not to serve in the occupied
territories were often accom-
modated and allowed to serve

within the Green Line. About. 15

people went to prison for refusing to

serve in the territories bofore the

summer of ’82, and another three

have gove since.

So the Lebanon war, with its 86
registers, has brought about a quiet

but substantial change In attitude

toward reserve service. I heard
Robert* BAnvfllgyi’s story from
Nek|u, and spoke to four other men
who have gone to prison rather than
servo in what some people are

beginning to call "the North Bank."
Bhnv&lgyi was .in her large

Jerusalem apartment, trying to con-
vince. Michael that' he whs too
young to go tq the grocer's alone.
Andrei Draznin, when we talked,

was eating ineal.ahd potatoes in.

a

siridll liorpy restaurant In Tel Aviv,

where he talk* , to, the waitress in

Russian. David Roihfield and Melr
Shiffer got. together 1 at Ylftah
Shavit’s bare-bones Tel Aviv flat,

whore! a cut walked over the as-

sembled parlies .and two rabbits

;,cpried up to a ruck of plants. .

prttaiiri, 30, is one of the leaders

tpf '.Yelk: Gvul In. the- army, he is a
.riicdle; Ip civilian life, he has just

:
finished qn MA :

In clinical psy-
chology, He jvas active In the leftist

- student group $iah Iri the early »7Gs.

Ondune 5,. 1982, he was at a protest
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(Above) Draznin with Yesh Gvul poster. Inform ofarmy call-up envelope. Legend reads. "Send the soldiers home.

demonstration marking IS years of
the occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza. It was clear “by 5 in the

afternoon” ’hat a war had started in

Lebanon, and he was sure he-
wouldn’t fight there.

Yiftah Shavit, 28, is a native of
Kibbutz Nahal Oz in the Negev. He
begins the outline of his military

career with the Sinai Campaign and
the Six Day War. "I spent them in a
shelter," he says. That’s supposed to

be a joke, but no experience is more
relevant than that of a child. "I
can’t forget the destruction and the

shelling ” he says.

His regular army service was in

the navy, where he look part in acr

tions he would not repeal today. Ex-
ample? ‘‘The shelling or the
Rasliidiya refugee camp."
He nowTivesTn Tel Aviv, makes

films, and says he’s “been in politics

since Sharon became defence
minister." When the Lebanon war
started, he was switching units, tak-

ing a communications, course. "1

just waited for them to call me upso
1 could sny ’No,’ " he grins. He had
tq wait until December 1982, and
was among the first to go to jaili

FOR DAVID ROTHFIELD, 42,
deciding to say "No" wbb a longer
and more painful

.
process.

Rothfield, who came to Israel from
Australia In 1965, is married, has
two children,, works as -a .oiyil

engineer, and does hb array service

.
in ari infantry unit.- He pas been caU
led up three times since the war
started, and was opposed (o it from
the start..He fell it was a war in-

itinted by Israel, not (n response to a

upshot was that he asked for alter-

native service, was told it was im-
possible, and sat with his unit while
they were waiting to be sent into
battle. When he discussed his op-
position to the war, his friends in the
unit yere extremely hostile.

Finally, the commander had to
choose some men from the unit for
a specific task — taking armoured
vehicles to the Phalange north of
Beirut — and he chose Rothfield
among them. "My feeling was that
he ohose me just because of my op-
posilion,’’ 1 says Rothfield. But he
went. "I didn't feel I could just cut
myself off from society," he ex-
plains.

he refused to go and was sentenced
to 35 days in prison. By then he
observed two changes in the en-
vironment: his friends in the unit
were "if not supportive, then at

least understanding” of his opposi-
tion to going to Lebanon, And in

the army command “they apparent-
ly had clearer guidelines for dealing
with those who refused to serve.”
One month after his release from
prison he got another call-up notice— for service at his base in Israel,

MEIRSHIFFER, 35, father of two,
Is a doctoral candidate In
biochemistry at the Weizmann In-
stitute, and did his regular service in
the paratroops. He hadn’t been ac-
tive politically before the war, “but
had Tell, regarding the Palestinians,
that a state would be set up in any
case and that it was too bad we were
using our strength to oppose it in-
stead of making the best of a bad
deal.”

He was called up during the first
few days of the war and served three
weeks in some of the heaviest
fighting. He went again in August,
when the intention was to go into
B
S
tU
u
lVWo *>ad Plan®. we all knew

which house we had tojake, and we
could see them from a distance... In
the end, they went into Beirut only
after Bastul

1

Jomayel was killed.”
It was in fighting along the

Beirut-DamascUs highway that he
Mg&n tq haye Berjoug doubts about
the war. He felt there were lies

served 67 days in Lcbunon at the

siurt of the war. He owed another
23 days of service and was drafted

to serve in Ansar, the Palestinian

detention camp. He decided he
couldn’t. He appealed to a senior

officer who allowed him instead to

serve in Prison Six, near Atlit —
where the conscientious objectors

go.

The next lime he was called up,

he wasn’t given that felicitous

choice. Now he is an inmate at

Prison Six.

Lest that sound more ominous
thun necessary, I should add that

when we talked, Neide was planning

to take Michael to visit his father.

“You don’t see thnl it's a prison,
11

_ she said. “It's open, with a lawn.

2 There’s no feeling of separation, or

bars.”

What is ominous is the moral

choice. When, on his third cali-up,

Bdnvolgyi asked again to serve

within the Green Line, he was told

there is no longer u Green Line. He
said he regarded Ansar as a con-

centration camp, since its inhabi-

tants urc neither refugees nor

prisoners, and he asked to speak to

n more senior officer. His request

was refused.

The family — which also includes

Daniel, 116 — feels the emotional

strain of separation. Immediately
after his first prison term Roby was

called up again, scut on a wild goose

chase seeking his unit, and finally,

when lie refused to go to Lebanon,
jailed again. Prison service of

course doesn’t count for reserve

service, so he stilt owes time in the

army. 1 le’s away from his job as an

investment counsellor, and his fami-

ly doesn't gel the usual reserve ser-

vice pay. So far they don’t seem to

have any financial problem — but

the question is how long his boss at

the bank will be able to put up with

Roby’s demanding conscience. Cur-

rent army regulations would allow

him to be called up a third time; it

depends on who’s implementing

them.

Nefde Bdnvdlgyl with her two sons.

When, called up again in August
1982, he chose his conscience over
h s obligation to the other men in
his unit. His commader reflued.to

At the head of theidefcnc? syatfem said I'd go with 'the unit*
••

* J"",

*

,““vu ,ul » uays. -Tins war
was an Irresponsible man,> man ijqSfcV Ibut J fErlhor »?

nlt

j

tp
peisonaliy^

devoid of
,
integrity, who . iq. his

.

”
At Klrtat Shmnni" h. uJ :

vo,ved ” he says,
.

•

military past had violated orders,
he M«d

. . .

7
1

ondangering those*
‘

marid,” .v
He has more

reasons for his opposition

THIS ISN’T a case of objectors

versus the army; they are the army-

Many of them come from its best

fighting units. The pain of their

decisions is reflected in the

response of senior officers. Some
avoid taking them to disciplinary

court if. at all possible or sentence

them and don’t impose the

sentence. Some have them transfer-

red to service in Israel.

B ut others send them to Lebanon

just because they don’t want to go.ucs jyai Because incy aon i wain ^ b-j,

war in general, or send them to the West Bank if

ff?
ab t

?
pccific actions, and that they refuse Lebanon. After all, how,11 I .

Bliu III!

th^hoavy losses were! for nought,

ViH* [®fu*®d *rVicd and went to
. jail in March for 35 days. “This war.

can you run an army if each man

decides for himself which orders to

follow?

And yet, as David Rothfield

points out: “Discipline is important,

but as a means to improve the ability

to fight. It can’t replace the will to

fight.”

The resistance of Yesh Gw
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openly oppose going to Lebanon.

Each time a unit is called up to

Lebanon, reservists line up outside

the door of the officer in charge

with documents proving that they

can’t possibly go: they’re on the

verge of bankruptcy, they're

deathly ill, their nerves are shat-

tered, the wife is in labour, they're

moving house. According to Andrei

Draznin, 40 to 50 per cent of some

units try to get out of service. So it’s

a general problem of morale and

manpower.

The objectors make a double

decision, in a sense: both to stay out

of Lebanon and to go to jail for it.

How do they justify their decision to

refuse to cooperate with a

democratically-elected govern-

ment?

Meir Shiffer believes that even in

a democracy, “there is a limit to

what the citizens are required to

do.” Not only is this an unjust war,

but "our lives are being endangered

in a very wasteful manner." Draznin

says: I didn't put my life in Begin’s

safe for him to spend it as he
wishes."

'

WHEN IS a citizen entitled to dis-

obey the law? Draznin invokes

Thoreau on civil disobedience:

“When the law requires you to be

an agent of injustice." The specific

injustices they cite are the ones

we've heard from opponents

throughout the war — the bombing

of civilian populations, for instance.

Israel can’t afford, morally or in any

other sense, a war of choice, the use

of force to achieve political goals —
goals the prime minister und

defence minister lied about.

Were Israel’s other wars un-

Dnvid Rothjleld, Yiftah Shavit ml Meir Shiffer: "Discipline Is important ., hut It can't replace the will to fight.

avoidable? Here they cite the legen-

dary beast Consensus, so often

hunted and so seldom found. Short

of a national referendum, how do

you ferret il out? You can only read

the actions of 86 conscientious ob-

jectors, another 2,500 or so who

have signed a petition to the prime

minister and defence minister ask-

ing to be allowed not to serve in

Lebanon, and thousands others

clutching papers that prove they are

bankrupt, ill and otherwise in-

disposed.

Aren’t the responsible soldiers of

Yesh Gvul weakening the army by

refusing to. go to Lebanon?

Draznin cites an article by Aluf

Israel Tal in the army journal

Ma'arachot. in which he writes that

the less selective the use of the

military, the smaller its strength.

“To those who say we’re reducing

the strength of the army, I say ‘Ad-

dress yourselves to Rehov Balfour 4

— the prime minister’s residence in

Jerusalem."'

Doesn't such open division

weaken the country in the eyespf its

enemies? Says Neide B Anvolgyi:

“Let them see us as they want.

What concerns me is what happens

here."

AS AN ORGANIZATION, Yesh

Gvul hus centres in Jerusalem, Tel

Aviv and Haifa — and a sizeable

representation in Rehovot. They
distribute pamphlets explaining

their views, arrange discussions at

homes and at kibbutzim, sell but-

tons and shirts, collect money for

newspaper advertisements, and go

abroad to explain their views —
“particularly to Jewish groups and

at universities,” says Draznin.

They were asked to attend the

World Peace Movement’s Geneva

meeting on the Palestinians, but

declined. "We didn’t see any pos-

sibility of convincing people there."

They have tried to convince Jewish

groups abroad to support Israel,

"though not the government of

Menachem Begin."

They have lobbied in the Knesset

and “found an attentive car among
MKs iiinging from Likud to Rukuh

(the Communists)." Most of the In-

terest had to do with the legal rather

than political questions involved —
whether a man could be sentenced

twice for refusing to serve, Tor In-

stance .

Yesh Gvul has recently set up an

assistance fund to help families that

can't otherwise afford to have a hus-

band and father following his con-

science through several months of

unemployment.
Bui many of those who refused to

serve don’t associate actively with

the organization. They hope that

the cumulative effect or the refusals

themselves will bring about change.

Till: NATURE of the change will

he complex. Meir Shiffer. who was

run politically active helure the

Lebanon War. says he will now con-

sider refusing service in the oc-

cupied territories. “Ten years ago I

served twice in Gaza,” he says.

“Now, I wouldn’t refuse all service

in the territories... but I would

refuse anything related to control

over a civilian population — and if 1

didn't refuse to go altogether. 1

would defy certain commands."

Il might be hard to run an army
that way, if you think so, the con-

scientious objectors will say the

responsibility is not theirs, but that

of the leaders who assume the ter-

ritories ure with us for all time.

1 asked the army spokesman for

an appointment with OC Man-
power, to gel a statement on army

policy regarding selective refusal,

and on the possible long-term ef-

fects of the trend. The army
bureaucracy moves slowly, and

when I pressed for speedy attention,

the irritated spokesman said it

would be impossible, and besides

“we have a few more important

things to do."

Clearly, there are many more im-

portant things to do than talk to

journalists about Yesh Gvul. But I

doubt if there’s anything much
more important than talking with

Yesh Gvul about the location of the

lost horder, and the limits of the use

of niilitury power.

David Rothfield recalls the sight

of roads in the North clogged with

armoured vehicles of every descrip-

tion.

"Some people feel proud when
they see that." he says. “I fell

seared." D



W||] ;N Till: Jews nf f iermuny first

h-.'j^Lin [u seek training Tor uiui up*

pointmen l to official and profes-

<itiiii.il positions, there was only one
c«uir»c 1

1

pen to them: to convert to

Christianity. The history of German
culture is replete with names of

Jews who did so. Bui painter Moritz
Daniel Oppenheim (1800-1882), a

retrospective of whose work opens
nl the Israel Museum nexl week,
was an early exception. He was the

first Jew to he trained as a painter at

an academy; and he remained
faithful to liis origins and Jewish in-

terests throughout his life. Ilis

career culminated in his famous
"Scenes from Jewish Family Life.”

it is thus on several grounds that the

museum is justified in culling him
"The First Jewish Pnintcr.”

Oppenheim uchicved recognition

on his own merits, hut many doors
were opened to him after he
became '‘court painter”, decorator

mill art adviser to the Rothschilds.

Three generations of Rothschilds
sal for him; one even became his

pupil.

The retrospective at the Israel

Museum is the first accorded Op-
penheitn in over 80 years. The
previous one- was held in Frankfurt
in 1900, a memorial show organized
by the local Kunstvereln, in honour
of the centenary of 'his birth. The
current show, which contains over
£20 items — documents and letters

as well as drawings and over 40
paintings — is not just a tribute to a
Jewish painter but a record of a
Jewish painter’s progress in the
critical period between Repression
und Km unci pat ion, a reflection of
how German Jewry emerged front

the ghetto.

Letters between Oppenheim and
his lifelong friend Dr. Gabriel Ries-
ser (1806-1863), reproduced in the
massive catalogue, attest to the
slate of mind of liberal, if not

overly-observant, Jews who wished
to take their place In German
society without relinquishing their

Jewishness or Jewish identity.

Riesser, for Instance, himself was
n leading advocate of emancipation
who had studied law. But because
he was Jewish, he' was refused ad-
mittance to the Bar. In 1840 he sue-,
ceeded in getting permissldh to
open a notary's office in his home
town of Hamburg. But only eight
years later he was elected to the
Hamburg parliament and later,

became vice-president of the
National Assembly. By 1860 he was
a High Court. Judge. Times, had •

changed.

Oppenheim painted Ricsger's .

portrait on three' occasions. On
show are a steel engraving made
' from one of ithegc paintings and a
medal designed by Oppenheirti and
presented to Riesser by (he Jdvys of
-Hamburg, where Riesser was a

. prominent .rneihher qf the Reform
Templcv,in recognition of his fight

.
fdr civil rights. /*.;*, •

.

.;
Oppenheim Also made' a point of

.
' thawing hndvpalhiirtg Jews. :who

• 'served v with ttte.' army;' .his'. ’ oil • i

,
“Return ..of the>Vblunieeri,

.
n833-'i

.1 •• HM.'ilAli.alt.., kii.f)!., j.i

: yf' vv.l

(Below, left) Moritz Daniel Oppenheim's setf-poYtrail, painted in 1822, at age 22, (Above) Kol Nldre ( 1882 ).

Painter’s

" .34) wag j Actually' his'AM irepimeni.

v of a Jewish subject., l^esgithan four
dacudes' later, the. PrnMiah . forces
*ere full ofJews; many were of-

,
fleers, A depiction of Jcwish ser-

v’Vices during the FrancofPrugsian
• war of 1970 (not by Oppenheim) on

;
V3ow, liere_ shows a multitude

:

of
• Jewish officers and other rank's be*’
^Ing parded during their deyotlohs

.
by rriisgiiih soldiers' posted on the

; .Surrounding hilltops; .... y.- //
“

•

j j : JP"*.-- ?ourse«' served in all
•" hfanchcf'oi the German forces dur-

!.i Jjg,
World War T. Some flew with

Goering; ' Hitler, received his Iron
. .Cross from his battalion's; Jewish

‘ v ndjuianti •Rut
;

witH ;,hP.resurgence pf
;

antl-SemlHsm In the post-war t

/ Reich, the ohiancipation of German '!•

sJ.cwjry .lurched towards its ghastly V
end, Jewish ari was suppressed, Op^V
penhelms.Vvork yas forgotten; both.'
art and socio-political pressures had
.passed it. ; by.. Oppenheim Was
nothing If not prolific; .but most of
his works vanished during the
Holocaust* •. '. v

( ThUsKow has. been' culled from
;

. thtor^atioh^l muspums and private'
collections abroad, as wellWhom
the Israel Museum's own holdifig&V
Jn/' 1958; a large number of Op-'
penheipi 'drnwing's and prints as well
as

:
photoglyphs ! and documents,

were presented by his estate to the
Bezalel National Museum, since in-
corporated iri.the Isrgel; Museum,

The™ « ample justification for calling Moritz

E?®"*®
1 OP^eim 'the first Jewiah painter/ Art

Editor MEIR RONNEN previews the first

Oppenheim retrospective in 80 years, which
opens next week at the Israel Museum.

.

Munich-arid Pans, dissatisfied with

local grammar .School and; eveh : {rmnv^of^m
58 06 ^ aPpcarance

more, important,..the locVl art
to look

, academy. Its director Kanrarf hut' r^
81’ ^enc® t^,0^r name);

:SFJE-EHssistant. The acadcmy acquircd a ^ H^ttrocento-.

.work rrom theaO-year-6ld^radu«e both bibhwf- .W^tton for

. .

Oppenheim^ jubiequeat-art pdrtfcdkbre^
Va^d

hi nr. many of his Jewish subjects are >

characterized by references to the f

more treacly side of Raphael. In this I

lie dcITcred little from IfUhand 19th
century Italian religious painters
Oppenheim evidently had a pfi

for friendship with other German
artists, Jews, converted Jews and
gentiles; and they were all loyal to
him. One of them even prevented
him from righting a duel over an
aiiit-Semiiic remark. The much
respected Danish sculptor Bertel
Thorvaldsen became his patron.

Despite all this, Oppenheim was
often rudely repulsed because he
was a Jew. He was horrified to find

the Jews of Rome still confined to

their ghetto and constantly harried

by Hie Jesuits, who were hot Tor

their conversion. On view here is a

lithograph by Hieroniinus Hess
from 1823, which depicts the Jesuits

at their missionary work, and Op.
penheim described how the Jews
were rounded up to listen to Jesuit

sermons. They were hit with fly

swatters if they fell asleep, he wrote.

At every mention of the name of

Jesus they cried out "Yctnah shemo!'

"May his name be stricken from

memory.” The Jesuits, some of

whom knew Hebrew, were in-

furiated, hut to no avail. Op-
penheim himself knew where he

belonged. When Informed of his

mother’s death, he spent his period

of mourning in the Roman ghetto.

VISITING Naples, he was received

by Baron Curl Mayer von
Rothschild, financial adviser to the

Kingdom of Naples. It was his first

contact with a Rothschild and the

Biiron bought three of his paintings

mid commissioned “Susnnna and

the Elders.” This pleased the Baron

so much that he voluntarily raised

the fee to 25 golden Louis. Op-
pen he im reported in his

Reminiscences. The painting has

been lost, hut a lithographic copy is

included in this show.
Hu returned to settle in

Frankfurt, starling his journey in

1825 nml taking his time as he

sketched interesting sites ulong the

way. He formed close connections

with the house of Anselm von

Rothschild, whose wife Charlotte

hecumc his pupil and lifelong

friend.

He was also received by the

German aristocrucy and, as with the

Rothschilds, performed services for

them os a connoisseur. Like many
other artists more famous than

himself, he also sold works by other

artists; and he remained an art

dealer of sorts throughout his life.

Oppenheim married twice. His

first wife died after eight years, leav-

ing him with throe small children.

He had three more by his second

marriage. He had no difficulty in

making a living but as a Jew, he had

some difficulty in getting permission

to live in Hamburg; municipal

records show that it took him 25

years to be granted citizenship of

the free city.

i The artist's first typical genre pic-

,
lure, something of a precursor of his

i later idealizations ofghetto life, was

i
the already mentioned “ Return of a

,
Jewish Volunteer from the Wars or

l /Liberation to his Family Still Living

i According to the Old Tradition

i : (sic).

• German Jews had been killed and

r wounded fighting the French.

t
;

Although It was the French who haa

[ brought them civil rights, l
‘j5

ir

;
patriotism was not appreciated. Th®

,
war concluded with the Congress of

t Vienna, which again withdrew the

: briefly-held civil rights of the

f : Frankfurt Jewish community. Op-.

I penheim's painting thus recorded a

Vfeiirf;
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....... of the Grand Duchy of Baden chose

this work as n presentation to
1 Gabriel Riesser, ill recognition of

S . His efforts on their behalf. This
‘

• canvas, loaned by Edgar Rebner of
• '!;

| New York, shows a wounded Jewish

volunteer surrounded by his proud

ami thankful family.

Bui Oppenheim continued to

paint non-Jcwish genre pieces and

representations of quasi-historie

meetings, like that of Lessing and

tVij Lavater with Moses Mendelssohn,

. or ’’Felix Mendelssohn playing

'i'i. a before Goethe."

A number of his sitters were

famous converts of convenience,

such as Heinrich Heine (a sketch is

^j4;i on show here) and Heine’s early

l&j friend and- later virulent enemy,

Ludwig Borne (born Loeb Baruch)

Wifi a noted political and theatre critic.

The oil of Borne, from the Israel

Museum's own collection, is one of

his most jocular and informal

portraits. Borne was clearly a wit.

Hu sent Oppenheim his fee with a

gula note that concluded: "There is a

curse in money, you should thank

Mai me that I have cursed you so

||||§ modestly.” Something of ihc

illBS liveliness of Borne's personality

W&a rubbed off onto the artist’s ap-

WM prouch to Lhis portrait.

|m the correspondence
between Riesser and Oppenheim
reflects a striving for a middle

Igg course between Orthodoxy and

assimilation. It was not until he was

around 60 that Oppenheim virtually

dropped secular subjects and

devoted most of his time to his

i||g| series of "Scenes from Jewish Fami-

ly Life": this coincided with an in-

creased religious observance that

KSIjg sometimes returns with advancing

years.

pill He originally painted these

sKlra scenes in oils. He then repeated

them In grisaille, a form oT

monochrome, so that they could be

§§*>& photocopied for reproduction in

books. Examples of all four states

arc on view here, Including the old

SLrf*!w photos and the books themselves.

The ghetto that Oppenheim
‘depicted was clearly that of the age

of emancipation. Dress and fur-

nishings were much the same as

those outside the ghetto, reflecting

a bourgeois comfort. Patriotism was

indicated by a portrait of Frederick

the Great on the wall of a Jewish

home.
Oppenheim was reportedly a

cheerful man with a cheerful view

of the world which had done well by

him. Patronage and financial suc-

cess had turned him into an apostle

of the comfortable.

There is no indication in his work

that he was aware of what was going

on in the art world around him,

much less in Paris. He was not a

great artist, perhaps not even an

outstanding figure, but he was a deft

and skilled commentator with an

exceptional gift for catching a

likeness.
.

He left us with a testament of his

times, much of which is reflected in

this very rich show, assembled with

loving patience by Elisheva Cohen,

chief curator emeritus and adviser

to the Israel Museum. She has also

produced the amply detailed

catalogue, with notes to each ex-

hibit; and it includes a valuable sur-

vey of Oppenheim’s life and times

by Professor hmar Schorsch. A
youthful self-portrait of Op-
penheim. the whereabouts of which

were previously .
unknown, was

recently fortuitously presented to

. the museum by Dr. Arthur Kauf-

• mann or London.

It U touchingly fitting that this ex-

hibition and its catalogue were

ipade possible by the Edmond de

Rothschild Foundation.

(Above) Return ofthe Volunteer.
' depicting Jewish soldiers returning to ghetto.

(Right) Pen-and-chalk drawing ofJewish soldier. (Below) Adolph de Rothschild.

(Below) Sureo,— Ov'n^fa*™.*,—*»*- ^^
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Rosh Hashana: lost and found
The tragic estrangement of our people from its historic roots and religious

heritage is felt at Rosh Hashana as at no other time/ writes Reuven Hammer,

i,
!: to .

t
I v. , '• ! - ...

SEVERAL YEARS ago, a young
American immigrant who had mar-
ried a kihhul/nik told me how dis-

turbed she was when her husband
went to the Sinai to scuba-dive on
Yum Kippur. Since he was a
member of a secular, left-wing kib-

butz. he could not understand why
this bothered her. Bui in deference
to her feelings, he agreed that the

next year he would stay home on
Yoni Kippur: he would go on his an-

nual diving trip on Rosh Kashuna
instead.

There is no question that the

Israeli public makes a distinction
between these two holy days. Yam
Kippur finds many otherwise non-
ohscrvanl Isruelis in synagogue, at

least for Koi Nidrel and Ne'lh.
Public observance is almost total,

and there arc many who fast even if

they do not go to synagogue, or not
for lung. Rosh Ifushuna is another
story and, of course, from even a
traditional, halachic point of view,
Yom Kippur is much the more
sacred of the two. Nevertheless, the
sanctity of Rosh Hashana is hardly
to be ignored.

Although of relatively minor im-
portance in the Tore, with virtually

no explanation of what it really

means except that it Is the time of i

sounding the shofar, in the hands of J
the greatest creative religious I
geniuses of all lime, the sages of %
Israel during' the Second Com- *

m onwealth, it became a magnificent '

.
day. It became the beginning of a
10-day period of self-examination
and renewal, ending with Yom Kip-
pur: the Days of Awe. IL became a
New Year festival different from all

others, combining sanctity and joy,
solemnity and rejoicing, judgment
and confidence in the future, it

became a lime of the annual reaffir-
mation that Clod Is our 'king and the
ruler or the entire world, of reflec-
tion on the past history of our peo-
ple and Clod's promises to us and of
vision for the future wheft that
Kingdom .would become universal.

• In the way of life of the Jewish peo-
ple, wherever we word, U became a
wonderful festival divorced from '

pagan revejry, showing the world :

what a beautiful thing a truly
religious holiday could bo,

,

,

'

EVEN TODAY, ip the Diaspora, it.'

is one of the major periods of the
J ewish yearly cycle, celebrated with
prayer and family gatherings by (he
vast majority of Jews. In Israel, the '

story is otherwise. Although there .

arc many families in the non-
• Orthodox sector which do observe

,

it, and although many kibbutzim .

have inst ituted special programmes,
and sometimes even prayers for the

'

occasion, there- remains n large
'proportion of;israelis who find no
religious or spiritual significance in
Rosh Hashana. Like Yom Kippur; U ",

suffers from the lack, of nation alHt,'
‘

hiSt'Ofical 'cbnneclIoits; We like' |o -

Sliicss days which \ are somehow :

'

rooted in- the lfcrtd;' $uph as Haniik-
bf jn history; siibjy as Pepsah;

;"

: 'Rosh Hnsliunq uEso<
:

laoks 'the
Agricultural lies of Suacotand (He ;

|

.hbolourful ’customs of that fesiival.'Jt ;
' Is hj I spirit','1

1heplogy and inlroipttc- -
linn _ ill Inndf en !• 3m I i

til

tlie spirit; there is a feeling that it Is. packed with tents, that the ronrU .l .
‘

. .

.

the Inst link to religious Judaism jammed with traffic What Hn
th[?“8houl. Zionist history, that

that can be dispensed with. Rosh
.

see in the newspaners? [
e l

?
l0n “ or noting. If you have

Hnshann is more easily abandoned, agents urging us tb spend the New 2J?
Cllher^ observant or

Unfortunately, then, the Yew jn the Greek Islands or on a ?£*!!!*
nd *&“ is re

P
eatcd to

problems of the, spiritual: im-
1 cruise ship, where they will be able r? 7* of of-

povenshment of Israel and the.
' 16 it in with revels as if it were u

C
,,

re,|gipn hwy and assented to
tragic estrangement of -our.- people - n£ different from January I 'KsA- «

e
,

“cularists as

from. jU;h|siqric rpqts and religtoilai-TM'sml announces that 1

It Wili
]*

• ,T7"
lVn wby shou5d most

heritage ofc felt dh Rtfsh Haiharis .celebrate .Mie first day o^ Rosh
obviously- not

f
s at no other time. These dayshave .

Hashana by brondcastlng the win- £ > i?** r
ahy ******* Place in

bbedme little more than a much- : nert: in th's year’s parade of hit «££ ,vw
.

r°r Hashana?
needed distended holiday. This year lu «cs, with valuable, prizes for ,- T? such conditions, how else

especially, \Vhen they fall on Thurs- - listeners guessing the right ones in °!I
C VK* Yhal could be a

day apd Friday, and thus create a'
advance.

:

.profound spiritual experience ex-
long weekend, they will provide ah

' cept as hypocrisy?,

opportunity
j
Tor vacations, trips, - WHAT ’dp wc owe this loss of- S education in most non-

Citmmilff: hflrtiflcmirt ft.. Qllf hertlito- tukinl, I. . Orthodox schnnlc ikai :

("That’s wlint was done in the ski
this is what the ilatilin do") tJ
redefinition of Jewish education b

:

Israeli schools to exclude religioj

results in generations of Jews
1

know nothing of the synagogue
tin iMir or (lie mahsor. And, ontt

again, the conspiracy of the official

'

religious representatives together :

with the extreme secularists deter*

mines that there is no place for

religion in these schools, only in the

dali schools. t
The lack of religious alternative! :

leaves the non-Orthodox Israeli

without a place in which he can s»
his prayers and feci at home. Then
arc sonic nan-Orthodox syn-

agogucs, but not enough; and those

that do exist have managed to com
into being and sustain Lhemselvesis

the face of pressures of all kinds by

the religious authorities. The annual

advertise incut by some of enrol-
•

ficial chief rabbis that anyone who

listens to the shofar in a Com
valive synagogue has not fulfilled

that commandment is typical oflhii

altitude. !.

The lack of a sufficient cfTarttby
;

all of us who recognize this probkn

to do something about it and to at-
•

tempt to tench and persuade the

non-Orthodox that there are some
j

things within the tradition that we

give up nt the peril or our very ex-

istence us Jews. If the Jewish Kite

can do no better than turn Rosh

‘ Hashana into New Year’s Eve, the

dreams and hopes of generation!

have been badly disappointed.

IT IS TIM It for us In speak frankly

and forthrightly to our people and

to tell them tlml they are throwing

away their heritage for no reuses;

that they are depriving themselves

of huauly, joy and meaning becaust

they do not understand the nature

of their Jewishness and their Jewia

heritage
; that their children needs

Jewish education combining

freedom, choice, modernity and

tradition. (Such an education a

available at new schools on

Jerusalem’s French Hill and

elsewhere.)

Are the majority of Israelis realty

atheists? I do not believe ft-.Do tw

vast majority of our people really

Teel that there is no such thing »

human responsiblity for our dee®i

Do they not believe that what wed°

matters, that change and improjjj

mcnl is possible, that there is a new

for searching one’s soul and judging

one’s deeds? Do most people really

feel that the experience of worth*

families, parents and c *lHdrei]

together in a setting of beauty aw

sanctity, is not worthwhile?

These arc the things whie

characterize Rosh Hashana..

sold his birthright for a mess ofp01
’

lage and wc are selling ours iof

picnic in Eilat. Is it worth it?

"

need not ask Israelis

revolutionize their lives in order W

return to something they never na-

What we can ask is that we

porate the best features oi i

Jewish tradition inlo our l,v

*J
belongs Ip each and everyoM « ^

: r • ••

f>i' •

:

••

'.'.i.
;

V-i V:
-

, .;

•IV .;
-

l
.— at least so it is perceived npd =

'

i Is nccpnjingly ignoirpd. Yotn Kip-
1

..ptir, somehow; touches the depth of

:^AGje FObRTEEN
!'

' V ;

•
; , • !- •-

I
.

|.w YBVttuuns, inps, • VV wc owe itil) loss of- 7i.tuZ» -Y"
mo81 non’

'

"u anii „v-rvaM oTW- V
cpmplim, paries and panics for the heritage which is brought toiha L®r

bod
f

0< schools that ignores the
bc on®s 10 cach e ^

j

'VTOt^prity: oF.tha 1^: u iTprc by-HMhH^tpialUtntebfto > chaiacter.of pich days and'* •
‘ ."

r „nr * the |
.tiOn.-pncCagairt we shaft hear ihat -. ?ome possible

, reasons: i

’
'

of ISM in, general,, and^ con- rh^inlii % UaasfWj \wm|»u«^vc:.M
-'jq-; be "dbsecii .-/O The-

-
on ''Nk :«wy*.'attd-i

thaj ifte shore of Ujce Kjnperet is Prihodpx and
; seuuiaHst; alike
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Always it i ill tUv

Now the goodness and fantastic

aroma or fresh-baked cakes can be

I

yours instantly - with new quick

i cake mixes made especially for you

I. . .
. by Elite. Kids want an afternoon

5 .
snack? Guests arrive unexpectedly"?

\
‘

•:'} You’re always prepared! Open a

:

box of Elite and bake them happy.

1 5>ftve'fime& EtToil

ii ;t- tj
The ingredients in El i te’s cakes arc

just 1 ike those you buy for the cakes

you bake. But instead of

remembering to buy (hem all and
pT' ^ -.f ! .. lUnm Clitd Viuc rtnn>> if fnr iia

j'.H-

tea
Guaranteed Success

J Don’t consider yourscl f a great

. ii'lf bakei? You can be-in minutes!
T..n. r^llAiu iliA ..np.r /llrrtptmnc r

iiil
Just follow the easy directions on

Elite's cake box. Success is

guaranteed. What a great “raison’

to buy Elite!

Join millions of people around the

te .* j world who bake cakes the easy way.

Midnight snackers and afternoon

il;'\ ' nibblers will love you for it.

WM,:

OPEN A BOX OF
ELITE AND BAKE
THEM HAPPY.

Available fn supermarkets and groceries. Vi'...: M 1

•
' # • % m4. *- *

•
I

S

;

1
i ;
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There s only
one way
to see wine.

Through glass. And with good reason.
Not just because you’re used to seeing
wine in glass bottles.

And to pouring it into glass goblets.
But because nothing else keeps clarity

and flavour as perfectly as glass.

The Israel Glass Works “Phoenicia” Ltd.

3 • '

i
S

...

•
.

• • •* :> ••

iiiigi | /
Glass. Because there’s nothing to

v- Jr. .

u

i , i v r
1

'
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ELIEEZER WHARTMAN describes how an unaffiliated Jerusalem congregation

deals with the problem of lack of relevance in traditional forms of worship.

that "il in inscribed on Rush
I (utthnnu mid staled on (he (J:l> of

A lonemem how many shall puss
iiwiij : how many shall he horn; who
.shall live and win* shall die; who
shall live out his life; and who shall

mil : who will perish by fire: who hy
Wilier; who hy wild heas Is; and who
hy hunger; ... who shall wander; ami
who shall have rest; ... who -s(i;iU

grow rich and who shall beenme
poor; who shall he exalted: and w ho
shall he brought low."

Bui repentance, prayer and
charily, we are told. avert the severe

decree.

It boggles die iniiul.

I he service continues with the

recitation of the Alciriu prayer,

thanking God lor not having
created us like the other nations and
families in Mis world.

The service concludes with the

trilogy ol‘ prayers of the malchiy'ai.

(extolling God's sovereignty}: (lie

y.it'hromn — God's rcinemhrunee;
and die afiojnu — the highlights of
Jewish history when God inler-

vened to set aside natural events.

WHAT are thinking, sensitive
Jews living in the 201 h century, to

make of nil this? Mas there been no
development at all in Jewish
theology since the formulation of
the niiih/or? Are future generations

to he bound hy concepts which any
enlightened man would regard with

repugnance and dismay?
Is the Jewish people to continue

in he polarized into two camps; the

Orthodox who regard every word in

the Bible and the liturgy as true and
immutable (sometimes called
"Glandular Judaism"): and the so-

• culled •‘secularists" who supposedly

reject everything?

Ulforts have been made to bridge

the gup. The Conservative move-

ment hus tried to do so. but without

imy noiublc success. It hits been

described us a movement in search

•of a philosophy. It has introduced

sonic superficial chunges, mixed

scutmg in its synagogues; ml it, has

foiled to address itself to i .ic central

problem: the theology. It has made
no revisions in the established sid-

dur beyond referring to unimal

sacrifices in the pust rather than in

the future tense.

The Reform movement is ,
or

course, more progressive, but, like

the Conservative movement, it is

essentially rooted in the Diaspora

and bound by the philosophy or its

leaders who choose to reside

abroad.
There is one Indigenous religious

community in Israel which has had

the courage to tackle the problem
of the siddur. It is Lhe Mevukshei
Dercch Kehilla, established in 1962,

which pruys each Shabbat in the

Relravja High School in Jerusalem.

(The congregation is now building

its own synagogue -in the San
Simon section of the
capital.)

IT IS a do-it-yourself kehilla, Un-

.

like other synagogues, it does not

have a - paid rabbi/ Members take
turns in leading the service and the
D'var Torn, u discussion based on
the weekly reading of the humash;'
fol I ovying the custom that
developed during the days of . the
Second Temple,!.the congregants,
have reinstiluled .the' triennial

reading »>f tile I ura. .in well as the

Bible (essnils that followed it.

“We view the Jewish religion as a

d) Mamie entity that develops as

each geiier.Hiim of Jewry reinter-

prets Jewish tradition," says Rabhi
Jack Cohen, one of the half-dozen

rabbis affiliated with the congrega-

ion. "Mesakshei Dercch strives to

create a Inrm ol religious expression

that is indigenous to Israel. We
believe that the religious responses

if Jews to Diaspora conditions, us

reflected in thinking and prayer,

cannot he adequate For the uniifiic

situation created hy the return in

our day of the Jewish people to

I -ret/ Yisracl. We welcome tile

cooperation of all groups that seek

to secure the right of every Jew to

pray and live according to the dic-

tates of his eonscience. This princi-

ple applies specifically to laws of

personal status in which individuals

ure often coerced hy those invested

with religious authority."

‘1
1 II: Mevukshei Dercch service is

based on the premise that prayer

must relied the innermost fevliugs

or the heart and mind, and that it

must express precisely wlial the

man or woman in prayer intends it

to mean. Hie service is based on the

traditional prayer book, for (he con-

gregation respects the inheritance

of past generalions; but at the same
time — like iho.se who formulined

new prayers which were later incor-

porated in the siddur. (he con-

gregants seek meaningful, intellec-

tually honest expression'.

Wherever possible, when changes
or deletions are made, substitutions

are tuken from traditional sources.

I his is in the best rabbinic tradition.

Such u method requires the mem-
bers of the kehiJJu to study their

Jewish heritage as broadly siml in-

tensively as possible.

The going has not been easy. The
congregation has been the target of

Orthodox attacks since its incep-

tion. Il has not received one agora

in assistance from Che Jerusalem

Religious Council or the Ministry

for Religious Affairs for the

building of its .synagogue, although

the Municipality provided the plot.

Not being connected with uny over-

seas movement, il cannot seek

assistance from religious adherents

abroad.

‘The new synagogue will be
mimed after five sons (from a total

of about 60 families) who fell in

Israel's wars. Paradoxically, the

fiercest opposition to (he synagogue
- conics from fundamentalist groups

who neither serve nor permit their

children to serve in the Israel

Defence Forces.

Critics oT the kehliln ask
cynically; "Who! do you mean by
‘seeking the path'? How long will

you continue 16 seek it?"

"Man's search for truth never

ends." notes Juck Cohen. "We will

continue on our never-ending pariii

to God, 'which all men of faith,

courage and intellectual integrity;

must take, guided hy the great
ntprul precepts of Judaism which'

' -have served as signposts for (he

generations that have pussed, and
which will light (he way for the :

generations in come/'-
\

The author h a founding member of
Keliilat M’rakshei Derech.
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TOMORROW, the first duv or the

year 5744. millions of Jews will

assemble in synagogues throughout

the world for the age-old recitation

nf the mahzor. the High Holy Day
prayer book.

v
The question that some will ask

is: just how relevant is the mahzor
today? Do its prayers really reflect

the innermost feelings of the sup-

pi i cant? For unless prayer is

I ort bright ,
and sincere, il is

meaningless.

Those who formulated the

mahzor and the siddur before und
during the Middle Ages were bound
by the limited knowledge that man
had of the universe at the lime.

Concepts which we would dismiss

as outlandish il we encountered

them in scientific works, were then

accepted without question and in-

corporated into (he prayer hook
and inuh/or.

The problem is especially acute in

Israel, where worshippers can un-

derstand the prayers they recite, un-

like in the Diaspora where con-

voluted translations cun lend them a

nicaninq they never had. and which
their authors never intended.

Consider the opening prayer of

the Shaeharil service, the scries of

blessings in which the worshipper
thanks God for not having created

him a Gentile, a slave, and a

womun. in that order. (Hapless

women tire expected to thank Him
for having created them as He
wished.)

A litlie furl her on we encounter a

passage from tile Mishnu which
concludes with the prayer that God
will sonic day enable his people to

offer the animal sacrifices that our

forefathers once offered in the

Temple.

CONTINUING with the service, we
come to the Shamil, a trilogy taken

from the Bible containing a wunting
from God that unless the Jewish

people obey His commandments,
He will withhold ruin, and bring

drought and destruction upon the

land.

Conies the Amidu, in which lhe

supplicunt prays, in silence, for the

coming or the Messiah who will be a

descendant of King David; he goes

on to praise God for restoring the

dead to life, and for choosing the

Jewish people from among all other

,
• nations, and concludes with an ad-

ditional request for the reconstruc-

tion of the uncient Temple and the

reintroduclion of the various

sacrifices. Angels, archangels,
seraphs, cherubs and holy beasts

(“kayo/ hakodesh") abound.
References to miracles, in which
Qod supposedly suspended His

natural laws for the benefit of His

- people or a selected individual, are

abundant.

After concluding the reading of

the Toro, with its attendant
miracles, the worshipper turns to

the Musaf service which begins:

"Because of our sins we hove been
exiled from our land. We are unable

tth-offer up the sacrifices in Thy
great and holy Temple because of

the evil hand stretched out against,

Thy sanctuary. May Thou rebuild it

speedily 1" ...
;
Then comes the high point of the

1

service; the Untaneh Tokef prayer

(*'Wo ‘will express the mighty
!

.
hpllness Of this day") which states

-

"

' -

’
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UNI f)J- Till: mint original ami
|iruf«iiiHl thinkers in the Jewish

world i.niay. linnl l-'ackcnheim.

K'ccnllv marked two inilcsinnes in

liishir frmn uneventful life, his uliya

I nun t '.iu.ula together with his

iaimh . aiul the publication of his

eighth, and what he thinks is "by far

my mmi important" hook. To Mend
the litirM. whose subtitle is Founda-

n'fjjii nf future Jewish Thought.

Until events represent the

culmination of years of painstaking

ciuilruiU.it ion with the crises of

modernity, especially in relation to

Jewish existence, and both serve us

irreliiluhle evidence of his deter*

min:' inn to brave the test of his

deepest convictions, in thought and

in deed.

It is Fackcnlwiin’s contention

that we have reached u watershed in

the development of western civiliza-

tion, culling into question ninny

long-cherished beliefs. Our failure

to deaf with the glaring inade-

quacies of philosophy and religion is

hazardous and means taking risks

we v.iiinut afford, with Jewish sur-

vival still not something to He taken

for grunted in the indifferent, fre-

quently hostile environment of to-

day.

Born in Germany, Fnckciilicim

was a 23-year-old rabbi when he

lied the country in 1939. He spent

his first years in Canada in an in-

ternment, camp, then served as a

rahhi for five years before joining

the philosophy department of the

University of Toixinlo in 1948. His

Jewish interests were maintained at

n relatively inconspicuous level

before the Six Day War, but it was
Mi ji which led to his first visit to

Israel, and since 1972 he nnd his

family have spent most of their sum-
mers in Israel. He bos taught Tull

semesters at the Hebrew Univer-

sity's Institute of Contemporary
Jewry und given courses in the uni-

versity's programme for overseas

stiidenls.

Sitting in the study of the rented

apurimcni on Jerusalem’s French
Hill, from which the family will

soon be moving into their own
home, the bearded, mild-mannered
professor tells us with pride thal

his two eldest children speak
Hebrew fluently. Suzy, after almost

n year in a kihbuU, is about to begin
her university studies, nnd David,

just graduated from high school

.
here, has been conscripted along

. with Lhc rest of his age group.

BACK IN 1967, hearing Hie cries of
“Push Israel- into the sea” while the

United Nations sat by impotently,

Fuckenhclm was shocked into a-

sense of heightened awareness ntrd

horrified -by the Coolness, of
statesmen, theologians, and

.. phH6suphers. ll was then that he is-

. sued what has become known ns his

. proposed 614th commandment
(adding one to Judaism's Traditional

6l3j:-”To listen/ to the commanding

.

voice or Auschwitz and deny Hiller

,
u posthumous victory." This
provoked great Interest, : bringing

I'uckonhqlm ,und his wife Rose 1

to

.Israel fair the first time at the .Erivlia-

t.' Ticin.of President Shaznr,,
“

•

.

.

,
.

!j)pe«king
: at. gatheriibgs in

Jerusalem, he urged a re-cvaluation

-vof lhc evil' practised by the hfizis.

: 'He. himself sgw it us a phenomenon
which.durtcd nil known Categories

?.r-

>i&m&

Is#"

iMb*'
1®

For too long, the world has cared

too little about Jewish suffering,

says Emil Fackenheim. The

German-born rabbi-philosopher,

who sojourned in Canada for four

decades before moving to

Jerusalem, explains his A
thinking to PNINA PELI. ..zl

';\\Vsiyriv, culture. IP the! intellectual

•i jind'mOrul hjhlm, ! ..'/y

.
Muny of>'Fiiokenhelm*s c(inlem-

'

,

pantries were offended byhis out-
: right coiidcjn nation 6f spine., of
western society's highest achieve-;

rttents, saying that there was; no
. .j.. ,
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justification for giving dispropor- consequences
lion ale prominence to what they its- terrible sig

regarded as historical aberrations, ihc world has
and arguing that the Holocaust was* long about Ji

irrelevant to the future of mankind.! Jewish Lh in

His stature us a scholar and thinker leaders, he si

remained intact, but his critics in concerned nb
this country felt that he had been )int] riKit otn

curried tuvuy by the role Jews have sinning const
played |n the drama of our times. p;u-| in order
These differing views were nired vivsil. in theo

puhlicly in Jerusulem towards the He re Heels
end of the Hebrew University’s last Ijulicr.one of

semester, during a stormy debate at Jewish atlijqL

Beil • Hillel' on Ml. Scopus on fltiiic, would
Fuckenheim’s To Mend the World,

.

to see his
|

which Ycshaynhu Lelboiyitz tried to a Ipng the st

tear to] pieces.
.

:

. • capital of ihe
Lcthowitz, famous for his out- with guns, 6i

spoken attacks on anyone who He speitk?
presume!! to he serious- about pur strong, Hcali
spirilunl Condition, was true, to feature of c

form, lashing out at Fackenheim’s sovereign stai

‘perceptions of philosophy and or jn its historic

Judaism. Undaunted; Facken- truined'urmy
helm fought back, accusing quisite fq'r
Vlhc 84-year-old ettfanl terrible" Of' credibilty Lb

reducing Judaism to a Prussian dis-. scn i (md foj

cipllne to , be fpi 1 owe d u n- solPd enrili, r

. qudstionipgly, thus underrnjnihg of the piist;

iis moral . si gni ficancc. « Ueibowitz's
’

Evil may <

, deijinl
.
of The uniqueness of the it, he snys.' b

• iHplocqqst Uitd th e-fcvil intent dU~ cope wiLh.it
played.: towards the Jewish: people means of res

was even more serious Fackenhfaim luul resistan
. warned,. us ii belittled the. meaning. recognize lh
of the survival ofilsrapk playing into ,‘ iiire

P
iii bur-

' the hupds oF.jts eqemios; both overt '-

calling Tor
• and disguised. ' ,: '•'. :

;
.v

!

human effoi

!' .- f : -V
" v '; • the Ktibbjill;

SOME I^ESS extreme critica of : Slow. ••/•
Pnolznnknlwi^ -1 (lrtiirthf iT«al‘

l
4iini - U>. • h

consequences of not acknowledging

its- terrible significance, adding that

the world has cared too little for too

pointing out the flaws in what he
calls "spurious universality,” — the

commonest way of evading the true

long about Jewish suffering; Nop-' identity Of the Jewish pea-
J elvish Lh inkers and religious

leaders, he says, seem largely un-

concerned about the need to expose

and runt out Jew hatred, neces-

sitating constant awareness on our

pari in order to ensure Jewish sur-

vival. in theory and in fact.

He rellccts on the pride his own
lather, uiie of the Hist accomplished

Jewish utilities in their hometown,
lliillc, would have felt had he lived

to see his grandchildren striding

illpng the streets of. the old-new
capital of ihe people of Israel armed -

with guns,! bn civil defence duty.

He speaks of the existence of a
strong, healthy nation as a sacred

feature of a redeemed world; A
sovereign stale for the Jewish people

in its historic homeland with a we|l-

truinedUtriny tb defend it is a prere-

quisite fpr restoring dignity and
credibilty tb the realities of the pre-

sent itild; for building a future on
solid earth, rather than on the ruins

Eyil may defy .attempts to define

it, he snyS' .bunf philosophy cannot
cope wiLh.it,' It piust validate -other ihe name of the

means b£response to it, such as ac-’ •
of Aryan valour,

Uiul resistance. Religion, too, miist
. V

1

\ ; .

V
'

.

'

reepgnizc lhat therphasbeeh a rup- -CAN WE FORGET, F»

fcvilfoi&'Oi

pie and a method used to blur Ihc

shameful history of anti-Semitism (a

word that in itself is a fogging or

what ,U really Jew hatred). To
"forgive und forget” centuries of
wrong thinking und wrongdoing, he
Says, is to allow the lethal potency
or the millennia-old "war against

the Jews” Lq gq unchecked.:

: Fackenheim quotes Raoul
Hilberg, who wrote a monumental
work on the deslructioh of, Euro-
pean Jewry, as depicting the escala-

tion of Christian rejeetionist
theology from, so to speak, “You •

may not live here as Jews” (aim: en-
forced conversion) to “You may not
live here” (aim: expulsion) and
finally. ."You may not live” (alp):

annihilation).

Another factor often overlooked
is the role pUyed by Teutonic;
redemption ideologies in Third
Reich umbitioris. Old myths were
retold, umidsl bombastic Wagnerian
pageantry, .activating deeply in-
grained hostility against the Jewish
“race’’ in. the name of the supposed

S -
'

concocted and lawfully
ini pie incutcd its satanic policies*/

And how arc we to understand the

denial of a safe haven to the pitifully

lew boatloads of Jews fleeing the

unprecedented savagery by powers

committed to bringing about the

defeat and downhill of I lillcr’s Ger-

many'.1

Fackenheim asks similarly perti-

nent questions about the Jewish

condition today, as new attempts to

delegitimize Jewish existence now
as a nation, proliferate. He men-
tions, in this connection, UN resolu-

tions outlawing Zionism, Third

World rejection, Moslem enmity,

the Vutican’s persistent and

calculated coolness, and the. Com-
munist oppression that has

produced it new brand of Jewish

resistance. •

In spile of the still not confronted

lifc-and death issues which reflect a

stale of bankruptcy of western ideas

and indicate a sort of twilight of

ideologies, Fackenheim is confident

or our ability to emerge from the

long, dark tunnel if wc pursue solu-

tions truthfully and courageously. It

is this that causes many to see him

ns a prophet of hope, risen out of

the ashes of the Nazi debacle.

Am hrael Hal, The People of

Israel Lives, is not merely a popular

teadters
aufvi t; fciisa . .extreme1

, critics Of > dtom* .V v .
: . V v .

'niuniiv
pineal, based on experience as well

.Fnckenhelm’s thought feel
1

that he .
. Fackenheim has beendfscusslna 1 hnirni^rtni^^^ri

11 a
-tl?

ver
!

“

knowledge, in the manner of the

«ssi- sasc «ssk
aggaassfe -ssara^ias.psj

mwui^MPOAT liAQiaaili
; v-.J„

;

in experience and yet trans-

;
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cerul il in order to Torm a perspec-

tive which relates human endeavour

to divine justice.

Fackenheim has often spoken

about "root experiences” in history,

which for the Jewish people have

been decisive in setting the stage for

their existence for long periods, two

of these experiences being the

revelation on Sinai and the destruc-

tion of the Second Temple. A thinker

who does not feel it neecssary la

respond to human experience und

relate it to his religious ideas or

philosophical concepts is not worth

his salt, he says. It is opinions

along these lines that have caused

sonic of his critics to say that

Fackenheim is helraying the rules

of his profession by abandoning

"pure” philosophical thought, and
others, t lint lie is making his religion

his politics.

The meaning of Yom Kippur is to

relate divine justiec to human
history. Fackenheim explains. The
imperfections of this world
ultimately are dealt with by the

Creator, whose work was good und

was founded on principles orjustice

and whose divine love assured that

no encounter on earth goes un-

redeemed. It is no accident, lie

points out grimly, that Mcngele, the

satanic doctor of Auschwitz who
personally sealed the fete of mil-

lions, used Yom Kippur specifically

ns a day on which he, und not God,
made selections. It was his declared

intention to show that he had

usurped the divine throne of judg-

ment in the name of Hitler's Reich.

The Yom Kippur War had a

related purpose, Fackenheim feels,

for iL was an attempt to wipe out the

existence of the reality of Israel,

which somehow represents the will

of God, who never abandoned hope

of the fulfilment or man’s destiny.

And Israel goes on living, believing

the messianic era is possible, in spite

of those who try to destroy the vi-

sion und its slake in reality.

Philosophical thought not rooted

in the flesh und hluoa human strug-

gle is misleading and useless, he

holds. 1 1 wits Spinoza who brought

God back to earth and nature while

denying heavenly powers. More
than two centuries later, the

Germun-Jewish theologian Franz

Roscn/.wcig rediscovered the role

of revelation, but neglected to

relate il back to history. But

Spinoza lived at a lime when the

Shehina . the Divine Presence, was

still in exile and Judaism in decline,

and Fackenheim is convinced that

had Rosenzweig lived to witness the

< Holocaust and Israel's rebirth in its

historic homeland (he died in 1929),

he would have undergone a com-

plete transformation.

If the Jewish future is to be built

on firm foundations, there must be

an examination of the immense
structure of the Christian Church

and the courage to repair shaky

parts of it by recognizing the harm
it has done. An atmosphere
must be created in which protest by

“righteous Gentiles” does not seem
so extraordinary.

It is not enough for Christians to

talk of their “Jewish .roots” and to

go about business as usual, continu-

ing to find, fault with the Jews by

magnifying the misdeeds of Israel

and suppressing their own com-
plicity in shameful episodes.

Fackenheim Is Indignant that in-

stead of righting wrongs, it has

become more fashionable than ever

to incrjminate Jews on a large scale,

while
. spewing self-righteousness.

To mend the world is the task of the

living, and Jewish history' is directed

.
towards realizing the prophetic era

. of pence and, redemption; as

. predicted by' the prophets of Israd-D
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PI THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

n U THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
1. I r_ 27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

EXHIBITIONS
September 10-16

HENRY CARTIER -BRESSON-PHOTOGRAPHER
About a hundred and fiflv photographs by ona of tha major photographora of the Lon

tiny, which constitute a representative selection and a summation ol nearly hlly

years of photography The exhibition is presented in cooperation with tho Inter

national Center of Photography. New York, and was mnda possihln by a grant from

the American Express Foundation.

PICASSO: SUITE VOLLARD
A series of ona hundred pnnis 11930 1937) by Picasso which deal with several

lhames The Circus. Tha Bull Fight, the Fomala Nude. The minoium and others From

the collection cif Ihe Isiaai Museum. Jerusalem. Gift of Mr Isidore M Cohan. New
York

A.R. PENCK: EXPEDITION TO THE HOLY LAND. A graphics poitfolio

COLLECTIONS
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY DUTCH AND FLEMISH PAINTING

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ITALIAN PAINTING

IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRESSIONISM. TWENTIETH CENTURY
ART IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES

ARCHIPENKO: EARLY WORKS 1910-1921

A SELECTION OF ISRAELI ART FROM THE MUSEUM COLLECTION

MUSIC OP] ISRAIL DISCOUNTBANK 1

NEW FACES: ODED PfNTUS. oboe d'amore. with Marina Bondarenko,

harpsichord and piano Programme Works by Bach, Schumann ISHAEL

CASTORIANO. Plano. Programme) Works by Mozart. Chopin. Saturday. 10.9. at

B.30 p.m.

THE ISRAEL SINFONIETTA, Conductor. Mendi Rodan: Soloist Gary Karr

(U S.A.). double-bass. Programme: Works by Avm. Bottaaini. Schumann/flambiai.

Beethoven. Tuesday. 13.9. at 8.30 p.m.

ffTOi' Wit#

CINEMA
Regularly

YOL (The Way) I Turkey. 1982. 1 1 1 irun . in colour Hebrew and English subtitles)

Aw.ritlfcil ilm Gnl'len Pnlm ami Ihu Interna nun al Cntii.s Prizes. Cannes 1982 Daily

ol 4 30. 1 15

Visiting hours: Sunday Thursday 10 am -10pm Friday c lasad. Saturday 10 am. 2

put. 7 10 a in Box Olfico: Sunday Thursday 10 pm.-10 am. Friday lQam-1
! Hi . Sutmdiiy 7 10 p>n . Helane Rulnnsioin Art Library. Sunday. Monday Wednes
day 10 jin-4 p in.. Tuesday. Thursday 10 a m -1 p.m 4 8 |>m . Circulating Exhibits

lluau) Sunday Thursday 10 a m 1 p m Tuesday 10am • 1 p m .
4-7 p m Graphics

Study Ruom Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday 10-1 p m . Sales desk Sunday-

Thursduy 10 a ni -8 p m : Saturday 7-10 pm.
Information dash and box office Tel: 2B1297

AT ROSH HASHANA: Sept. 7-9 CLOSED

HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION

6 TARSAT ST. TEL. 287196. 299750

A SELECTION OF ISRALI ART FROM THE MUSEUM
COLLECTION - NEW TRENDS. 1960-1983

For iiifurn 1.1Hun .itioui ipuciat acitvities for children and youth, Jnd adult workshops
in painting and iluwiug. call 2997EO. daily htuwuon 9 00 a in. and 12 noon

Visiting Hours: Sundays tlnuugh Thursdays 9 DO a ill.- 1 00 p in . 5 00-9.00 p m

,

So tu relays 10 00 a.iii 2.00 pin CL08ED FRIDAYS

Rosh Hashana: Sept. 7-9 closed

bankleumi niN'ipn

FLOWERS
Plmto: Yitzhak Am It

— the tiny Iridescent, long-beaked Palestine Sunblrd Inhabiting our parks and

gardens —
In the Fall 1983 Issue of

ISRAH. — LAND AND NATURE
Also * The Saharan Sand Viper

* Sulfur Quarries in the Negev

* Environmental Problems and the Public

* A Pagan Temple at Kadosh in Galilee

and more on litlle-known aBpBCts or Israel's countryside, plants, animals and people.

You too can hBlp safeguard Israel’s natural and historical homage.

Join the

Society lor the Protection of Nature In Israel

Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel

4 Haafafala SL, 66183 Tel Aviv, Israel. ,

PIbbsb enrol me land ray family) in the S.F.N.I. f

The most rewarding way to see London—

The fabulous

btv tour^<5
** OCT. 3-12

Shakespeare "Pirates of Penzance"

'Guys and Dolls"* "Cats"

*("Biggest hit of the season I" ‘The Real Thing"

TIME Magazine) and more! Six shows in all—
PLUS:

* Three extensive guided lours

* Israeli escort
,

. .

* Accommodation for 10 days in First Class hotel, bed-and-

breakfast M
* Round trip flight by El Al (leaving Oct. 3. 1383, returning

Oct. 12)

* Transfers throughout

• ALL INCLUDED IN A SPECIAL. LOW PRICE — $ 899

This tour is offered exclusively to

Jerusalem Post readers —
it is unavailable elsewhere.

To book your place, drop in or call

ZIONTOURS GREENTOURS TRAVEL
23 Hillel St. 81 Hayarkon St.

Jerusalem Tel Aviv

Tel. 02-233326 Tel. 03-656248

- This lour is one of three offered exclusively lo Jerusalem Post

readers by ZIONTOURS and GREENTOURS TRAVEL,

atch for advertisements in this newspaper for tdure

to South Africa and the Far East. \

Annual'’membership ‘dues for Israel residents wei IS660

1

»S600 for J-D-F.

personnel and students). Overseas memberships (including a small

contribution): *20

Membership includes a subscription to Israsl-Land and Nature,

and a lltUe gift

Periodic listings of current S.P.N.I. lours are sent to all members residing >n

Israel, and lo overseas members who request them.

Name and Address (please prim clearly)

IBB JEBU9AUSM FO*T MAGAZINE PAGE NINETEEN



AS YOU WALK around llic Jewish

jiarh «'f Jerusalem, you can be sure

ihat more limn half of the men you

see bclween the ages of 18 and 45

have been in Lebanon. You can also

he sure Ihat few of Ihese
Jerusalemites cherish pleasant

memories of ilie Land of the

Cedars.

Rut there are also about half-a-

dozen Jews in Jerusalem who
remember Lebanon tviih gratitude.

These exceptions are between 60 and

70. hum are doctors or pharmac-

ists. all arc either facing retirement

or retired. If their memories of

Lebanon, and especially Beirut, are

fairly bright, that's because they

didn't visit under the auspices of the

Israel Defence Forces, and because
without Lebanon, they might not

have found the necessary education

for their professions.

The pharmacists arc graduates of

the American University of Beirut,

familiarly called A UK. The doctors

went either to AUB or to the Jesuit

French-run College de St. Joseph,

over on Beirut's east side. As young
men in the 1930s and 1940s, they

had nowhere else logo— Hitlerism

and the war made the European
schools problematic and later inac-

cessible, and the Hebrew University

had no graduntc schools until after

the Jewish homeland became the

Jewish stale.

One of tliu first Jews who went
from Palestine to Beirut to study

medicine was Dr. Aharon
Mordeehui Cohen, in 1934. Retired

now after having headed Hadas-
sah's diabetes clinic, Cohen, a ,

native of Jerusalem, remembers
that out of 26 students admitted to

the AUB medical school that year,

nine were Jews— two. from here,

one from Iraq, and six Americans
forced to go abroad because of anti-

Semitic quotas in the US. medical
schools.

Only one of the Jews failed

to finish, the course, so that by 1939,

when the class graduated with 17

survivors of a tough weeding-out

process, almost half the new MDs
were Jews. Cohen gives the AUB
full credit for fairness: the percen-

tage of Jews admitted and granted

diplomas was all the more
remnrkable considering its pro-

Arab, anti-Zionist reputation.

Cohen explains that AUB was
founded by in 1866 by high-minded
American missionaries. The
founders, especially the Reverend
Daniel Bliss, wanted to bring

Protestant, democratic culture to

the people of the Middle EnsL. Since
the mujority of the students were
Moslem Arabs, AUB willy-nilly

became u breeding-ground for, png-
Arab nationalists.

The inalienable rights of Arabs
exposed to an American education
included hot only the right to push

.
the British and French colonialists

pin :nnd restore one great Arab
nation-state, but also to prevent
Armenians, Mnronites, Kurds,

: Copts, Jews an?l other minorities
/from setting up their own states.

. The Americans who.ran AUB 50
years ago did not deliberately foster

pun-Aratysm,— they didn't have to.

At the same lime, they tried to
protect certain ideals from

,
nationalism's destructive influence.

...
One ideal' \vfis thill of tolerance.

;‘'This cpllegi;" Bliss said ip 1871,

Fpi\ajl conditions and classes Of
'then, without regard to colour, ,

.nationality, nice or, religion." Since,.

! His i Aipcric.iins. whq :followed i. Bliss

were
. tojjll-tygfc !trying to adhere to!.

!• his credo,- the Jews from Palestind
arid ’.elsewhere .were treated .dfecen-*

f r’ .

^ >=.-

. T|ie American .administrate^and :

professors were one thing; Vhe
.Arab students another^ CQlt^O;,-

I.-,!
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Beirut alma mater
In the Thirties arid Forties, it was impossible for Jews from

Palestine to attend European graduate schools. So they went to

Lebanon. A.E. ISIORDEN recently met seme of them in Jerusalem.

remembers. While the former were,

correct in their, behaviour— neither

friendly nor unfriendly — the latter

could be either downright hostile or
curiously amicable.

It was sonic of the Iraqis
and Syrinns, rather than the Palesti-

nian Arabs, who were especially

nasty to the Hebrew-speaking
Palestinian Jews. Fluent in Arabic,

Cohen formed what he describes as

"ambivalent friendships" with
several medical sLudents from Lifla

and Jnffa. Even the unfriendly Ira-

kis and Syrians didn't make life

positively unpleasant for the Jews,'

exacpl oh Balfour Day. Fist-fights

could
.
be expected on November 2

ns Jews ignored the call to strike

and went to ainss. That was the only

day of the year when violence was
in the nir, however. Otherwise, the

tension was "bearable." AUB,
Beirut and Lebanon were in fact

idyflically safe during the period of

the Arab rebellion in Palestine,

where travel was so risky that twice
the Jewish students had to return lo

Beirut after the vacation by boat.

Cohen remembers fondly the
Saturday chapel services at which
professors

.
delivered talks on

tolerance and mutual aid, where
the recitation of the King James ver-

sion of the 23rd Psalm made him
wonder whether It wasn't more
powerful than the Hebrew original.-

The services were compulsory, but
non-sectarian — they were vaguely
humanistic In flavour. A Jewish

musicology professor played the
organ accompaniment lo the
hymns.

Un Sundays, the Jewish students'

group, “Kodima of whifch Cohen
was the president, met in a hall

provided by the university.
Of the 200 Jews enrolled in the
various faculties, about 75 belonged
lo Kadima. They organized con-
certs, parties, lectures and excur-
sions, and put on Hannuka plays for
the Beiruti Jews, a small but light-

knit community,, mostly Sephardi,
Cohen boarded with one of the
Jewish families in the Wadi Jamil
quarter. He cannot recall the local

Jews being caused any trouble in

those years, even when they helped

(Left) Jewish AUB students' 19-12 Purim party. ‘Circassian sealed at right Is Ephraim Menczel. now OfHealth Minutro
-(Right ) Pharmacology class of1943 atAUB. Thirdfrom left Is Issa Salah. now a pharmacist In RanmUah Tod row
from left: YoseJ Shor, Ehiaktm Atexandri and Yltzhal Brayinan.

K

to smuggle European Jews into

Palestine.

COHEN’S MEMORIES of the
American University are generally

conArmed by Moshe Haim, another
Jcrusulemite who studied there at

the same time. Haim, born in

Manchester, England and brought
here in 1922, is retired after working
in the pharmaceutical division of

the Ministry of Health.

He, too, says that there was no
violence, except on Balfour Day.
Then he thinks again and ndds,

"There was one other time. It was in

1935, when a Tel Aviv soccer team
came up to the university to play a

Lebanese team. During the night,

their bus whs fire-bombed.
Everybody was shocked. It was con-

demned by everyone." Haim agrees

that the university authorities

treated the Jews fairly, and that

whutever some of the Arab students

thought of them, Kadima's activities

were never disturbed. He closes his

eyes and murmurs the club anthem:
We are Jews, and Hebrew is our

language..."

An AUB graduate who is still

working is Ephraim Menczel, head
of the Health Ministry’s phar-

maceutical division. Menczel was
born in Rumnnia, came to Palestine

in 1932 and graduated from Tel

Aviv’s Herziiyu Gymnasia.
He went to Beirut in 1938. "Only

a fool would've gone back to

Europe to go to university in the un-

likely event that a university would
accept him," Menczel declares.

Compared with the stories he heard

oT anti-Semitism in European
schools, the atmosphere at AUB
whs "like the Garden of Eden.” Not
only the campus, but all of Beirut

was safe, policed by the French and
the Maronites. Menczel and fellow

Palestinian Jews studying phar-

macology had lo work hard for the

high grades they got, but they also

had leisure time to enjoy Le-
banon's sweetness — they went lo the

bench, they went up into the moun-
tains to ski. They made merry at

Purim parties until what was hap-
pening to the Jews in German-
occupied Europe became loo clear

and the parlies slopped.

THE FUTURE Jewish doctors and
pharmacists who were born in

Palestine, or who were brought here

as children, had it easier in many
ways than those who were born in

Europe and started, but could not

finish, their education there. Some
of them had studied at universities in

Czechoslovakia, Austria and Italy

and had as little as one semester left

before getting their diplomas when
they had to flee. They counted
themselves lucky to reach Palestine,

but once here it looked as if they

might never be recognized as doc-
tors.

The dean of the AUB medical
school, George Miller, told each of

these refugees who had already

studied Tour or five years the same
thing: ir they wanted the degree of

MD from AUB, he would admit
them, but he wouldn't honour their

European credits. They would have

to start again, as freshmen. This

none of them was prepared to do.

They might have had to give up,

they might have spent the rest of

their lives as clerks, or paramedics,
br laboratory assistants in

Jerusalem, had It not been for

R.P.F. Dupri-Lalour, dean of the

niedicul school of Beirut’s St.

Joseph's College, who was familiar-

ly kno&n us Pfcre.’
'

“I cqn see him standing in his cas-

/ sock; tall and serene," says Dr. Zvi

Shamir. "P6re was wonderful lo us."

: Shhrprr.wa.s-until recently head of

iHjidassafy's, material
;

;and .child.

health unit. He still teaches public

health. Born in Vienna, he had

almost finished his medical studies

there when the Germans arrived in

1938. He was able to escape to

Palestine and for the next five years

worked as a clerk in a government

office in Jerusalem. It was not until

the Vichy French were expelled

from Lebanon, and their hold on in-

stitutions founded and run by

Frenchmen was broken, that

Shamir and other refugees in the

same fix could be given their chance

by the Jesuit Dupri-Lalour.

Pfcre was willing to honour any

document the refugees had

managed lo salvage before their es-

cape. They need only complete the

semesters they lacked and a degree

would be conferred on them. When

Shamir eume back to Jerusalem

from his reconnaissance in Beirut in

the summer of 1943, his good news

spread fast among the near-doctors.

By the time the school year started

in the fall, 1 5 Jews from Palestine

were signed up at St. Joseph's.

WHY WAS Duprfc-Latour so help-

ful? None of the men who benefited

from his generosity is sure, for

despite his sympathy he wasn't easy

to get lo know. Professor Alexander

Laufer, who almost finished his

medical studies in Pisa and who un-

til recently was the chief pathologist

at Hadnssah, speculates that P6re

might have been a philo-Semite or a

Gaullisl, or both. Whatever the

reason for the priest's giving Jews

like Laufer their great chance, he

was "extraordinary.'

"

Professor Edgar Auerbach
agrees: “A fantastic personality... I’ll

always be grateful to him."

Auerbach was bpm in Berlin,

l:-

A
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(Above) Prof. Ephraim Menczel; Prof Edgar Auerbach, retired Hadassah vi-

sion researcher. ( Below) Orthopedic surgeon Prof Haim Weinberg. Dr. Aharon

Mordechai Cohen, formerly of Hadassah.
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£"r?Sn«IS living nl first ns . manna, labourer 1.

the vision research laboratory af was a difficult experience for an m-

tellectiial who missed European

culture and "learned Zionism the

hard way. from Hitler."

As for Beirut, "it was bcautifiil,

hut dirty, 1 didn't enjoy finding

cockroaches in the bathroom. It

was u Levantine city. Its culture was

superficial. And the level of

leaching at St. Joseph wasnT up to

German standards — leaching was

by rote, maybe for the sake or the

Arab students. The level at AUB
was said to be higher, and maybe it

was.”

WHY DID Miller of AUB insist

that the refugees start over, effec-

tively preventing them from enrol-

ling? Had the university’s policy

become anti-Semitic by the early

1940s?

A Palestinian Jew who was admit-

tcdloAUB to study medicine at the

that time rejects the idea. Professor

Haim Weinberg, an orthopedic sur-

geon, was born in Russia in 1921

and brought to Palestine in 1925,

making him to all intents and pur-

poses a sabra. Educated at the

Herzliya Gymnasia, he began his

medical studies in 1940, interrupting

them for a lime to serve in the

Palmah. Sitting in an office in the

sleek Hadassah hospital on Ml.

Scopus dressed in a surgical gown
• after his morning operations,

Weinberg has a reasonable explana-

tion Tor The American- University’s

failure lo welcome the refugees with

open arms..

“AUB had its standards to thipk

of. Don't forget it had an 'A' rating

from the Association of American

1 Medical Schools. That meant that if

s you held an AU B degree, you didn’t

[l have lo pass additional tests to be

- licensed ‘in the U.S. If Miller had let

in every refugee student and let him

complete a semester here, u

semester there, it would've upset

everything. Look, it's the same at

any top-rank medical school. Do
you think the Hadassah medical

school today honours any and all

credits of transferring students? In

fuel, how many transferring stu-

dents docs it admit? No, there was

no obstructionism at AUB, no of-

ficiul anti-Semitism. Maybe they

didn't love Jews, but they were fair

lo (he end."

AS YOU WOULD expect from a

group of Israelis who have a higher

-education, who are not young Hnd

who arc mostly Ashkenazi, the ma-

jority or these men who studied in

Beirut and thank their stars for it

think that the IDF thrust all the way

lo that city last year was stupid

and/or immoral.
"1 couldn't bear watching those

pictures of our army pounding

Beirut night after night,” says one

doctor. "And for what? To wipe out

the PLO? Wc haven’t wiped out the

PLO." Another doctor says that

while the government judged well

when it bomhed the Iraqi atomic

reactor, it made a misjudgement-

when it sent the IDF into Beirut.

The typical response to last year's

war — typical of both AUB and St.

Joseph graduates, doctors and phar-

macists alike— is one compounded

of sadness and anger. Prof;

Wcinberg is in the minority on this,

' but he is ufidisLurbcd when in-

formed of it.'He simply shakes his

head and repeats that there was no

choice but to take the war against

[ the terrorists into the city where he

learned lo drink arak and eatmem
t 40 years ago.., O
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Fills IS A piipurhack edition,

l>hJiiL')it i >m in JulKinneshurg, nf a

h;ir(lM>'<irr bunk published in

I.upland hv l
7:ihcr and Faber in

Ivfcj. Th.it it should have been
reprui Ilick'd in South Africa is rather

surprising, since it undoubtedly
glorifies the struggle of the blades
— iiippnrted by the outlawed
African Natinnal Congress of South
Africa — to break white rule in

wh.it was then Rlmdcsia.

The bonk deals with the second

Chimurcnga (War of Resistance).

While it is obviously very dangerous

to draw direct and simple analogies

between one country and another,

the-j arc clearly many lessons to be
learned about the nature of

resistance movements, or guerrillas,

or terrorists, or underground
fighters, or whatever you choose to

tall then. Even allowing for the dif-

ferences between countries, some
aspects of revolutionary struggle

clearly emerge as having wider ap-

plications.

ROBERT 0. MUGABE, the Prime

Minister of Zimbabwe, writes in a

Foreword that the First

Chimurcnga of 1896-7 was a "non-

violent or sabotage-oriented form of

nntion&l struggle." The Second.

Chimurcnga was initiated, he says,

by n conscious decision of the Zim-

babwe African National Union
(ZANU) to initiate an armed
revolutionary struggle. They
created a national liberation army.

As in idmost all peoples engaged

in underground struggle, there was
an opposition group, the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (ZAPU),
which was to come into bitter con-

flict with ZANU about Ideology and

methods, as well a9 about per-

sonalities.

The training and theories of

ZAPU were inspired by the Soviet

Union, those of ZANU by China.

The techniques taught were com-
pletely different. Those who went to

Russia were trained to engage in 1

pitched battles with the whites:

those who went to China were
taught a strategy which said, "If you
want to win a revolution it is not

only a revolution of the gun but a

revolution of mobilizing the mas-
ses."

Two particularly significant, bat-

IT’S .ALWAYS a gastronomic
lidventure to try a new ethnic dish,

1

and areal bonus if it’s wo if-the fami-

ly’s approval . Two new Penguin
ethnic cookbooks have recently ap^

.
penred, Lind hnve numerous recipes

* that cun be readily adapted for the
Israeli cooklng/inclling pot.

Catharine .Brown, who Wrote
Scottish Regional Recipes, is Scots
by birth and upbringing. She
reminisces nostalgically about the

native foods found in sea and Held:

the succulence of whelks and crabs,

\:ind the rich, juicy beef and game
puddings, which her grandmother
served .thick and savoury ' with

' vegetables in steaming bowlfuls,

.
Each recipe jncludes it pictures*,

quo description of the area from
which (he foods are produced, plus

u comment on the taste treat ..in :

store Tor tho diner. Although such
native fnre its Angus beef and Fin-;

nun haddock arc listed, Israeli beef
and fish cun be readily substituted

for them, and still retain enough Of

the original flavour and aroma. But
the emphasis is mostly on fairly in-

expensive filling foods that are-'

available also
. in Israel, such as"

potatoes, turnips and oatmeal
dishes; They prbylde hot, hearty fare

for people combating their nigged

environment and wet, cold climate.

LESLEY .CHAMBERLAIN’S The
Fowl and Cooking ofRussia is both a

Ian’s black comedy

>

THE STRUGGLE FOR ZIM-
BABWE by David Marlin and Phyl-
lis Johnson. Ravan Press, 35 JorU-
sen Street, Johannesburg 2001 .,378

pp. Price not stated.

Philip Gillon .

ties took place early in the struggle.

On .April 28, 1966, ZANU forces

were beaten in the Battle of Sinoia,

and seven of them were killed. In

July, 1967, a joint force of ZAPU
and African National Congress
men, numbering 70, were engaged
by the white Rhodesians in the

Wunkic area. Thirty-one. were al-

legedly killed and an equal number
captured.

Thereafter, the Chinese
philosophy came to dominate the

resistance. The aim was "to swim
like a fish in the sea," to make it im-

possible for the white Rhodesians to

distinguish between active, trained

enemy fighters and other blacks

who were first passive members of

the population, going about their

daily lives. Meanwhile the guerrillas

would hit and run, kill a settler here

or there, and disappear.

Punitive measures by the white
Rhodesian soldiers played right into

the hands of ZANU. Collective

punishments imposed on villages

swelled the number of those who

agon chefs
SCOTTISH REGIONAL
RECIPES, by Catherine Brown.
Hurmondaworth, Penguin. 144pp.

.
^2*9 S|>

TH? FOOD AND COOKING OF
RUSSIA by Lesley Chamberlain.
Tlnrmondsworth, Penguin. 330 dd
£3.95. .

w
THE NATURAL SNACK
COOKBOOK by Jill Plnkwater,

Anne Wolfson

New York, Four Winds Press. 258
pp. $14.95.

THE GRAND PERFORMER by
the Lipton Kjtchens staff.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 100
pp.S2.50.

RED. RIVER'S ROUND-UP
COOKBOOK edited by Alice
Gordon. Austin, Texas, Whitehead
Publishing. 58 pp. $12.50

cookbook and a brief history or
Russian cuisine, customs, conven-
tions* mid of how Lhe various dishes
evolved or were adapted.
The rich,: choice collection or

recipes
.

provides dishes represen-
tative of the . many influences in

Russian' food, especially the
^Prpnch. Church and lately, the
Revolution, which has stressed

'

quantity rather, than gourmet
r qlittlUy. :

.

-
'

" Ope Russian dish that lends itself',

for: adaptation In Israel, especially
for.bar mitzvas and other festive oc-
casions, is tjje,

; Zdkuska,, ,wh|ch.
;

resembles; [ba^dt^asborfl %i— in-

troduced by Peter the Groat as pari
of his Europeanizing and moderniz-
ing of Russia. This particular groan-
ing board includes salted and
pickled fish, apples, .potatoes,
preserved meals and sausages (beef
can be substituted for pork), cheeSe
and dniry products and dark rye.

;

FOR THOSE. will-powerless; Swept
toothers who must have Their Jjweel

desserts and ' naskcrel,
: yet wqrrV •

about expanding waistlines:: ,tqoth
decay and diabetes, there-s 'a sweet
treat, in store for. them; Thefldural
Snack' Cookbook by Ji|J Pirtkwafer, i;

.
•

f
the 15 1 , recipes gre all made-with

!

hud not been acting but who had

nothing lu lose, after the destruc-

tion of their homes, und so joined

the underground forces. No
recruiting drive was as effective us

indiscriminate reprisals and savage

counter-measures. By "collective

fines" such as seizures of cattle,

wiping out villages in regions con-

sidered "hostile.” and moving peo-

ple into safe zones so as to deprive

guerrillas of food and bases, the

whiles were working overtime to

make their own defeat inevitable.

What might have been a rebellion of

the few became a revolution of the

entire people.

MOST AMAZING of all was the

complacency of the while man's

god, Ian Smith, and of other Rhode-
sians responsible for keeping order.

Smith’s statements read like black

comedy — or, perhaps I should say,

white comedy. On December 21,

1972, he told the Salisbury Rotary
Club, “I have been taken to task in

certain quarters for describing our
Africans as the happiest Africans in

the world, but nobody has been able

to tell me where there are Africans

who are happier — or, for that mat-
ter, better off— than in Rhodesia."
A few hours later Altena Farm was
attacked.

In January, 1973, the Minister for

Justice, Law and Order, Desmond
Lardner-Burke, told the Financial

Gazelle that the security forces were
now on top of the situation and
would surely win. This provoked a
response from Dr. Edson Sithole,

who was a secret member of
ZANU, IhaL the guerrillas could not
be defeated because they held the
initiative as to when to Tight and
what targets to pick, and because
they had the support of the people.
While politicians had to come to
terms with African aspirations if

there was to be peace, he insisted.

Lance Smith, Minister of Internal
Affairs, and P.K. van der Byl, the
Minister of Information, con-
tributed their quota of over-
optimistic and asinine reassurances
to the whites, asserting that the
security forces had the measure of
Lhe guerrillas, who would be swiftly

overcome. "Good old Smithy” said
in July, 1974, "I have no hesitation
in saying that it is impossible for the

healthful, wholegrain, non-
proecssed, non-sugar, non-
chocoluie ingredients. Instead, only
wholcmcul, honey, carob and other
pure ingredients available ih Israel

ure featured. There are also
delicious recipes for baking a whole
pumpkin and utilizing the nutritious
pumpkin reads. (This hard-covered
book is available from Scholastic
Inc., 730 Broadway, New York City
10003.)

J

MOST OF us are acquainted with
gelatine onlyas a shimmering sweet
(male to a meal, but Tht Grand Per-
former reveals the versatility of this

powdered protein in an array of
dishes, including appetizers, salads,
entrees, and dazzling desserts, most
or which nre lowCr-in-calorie dishes.

Since {platine has been proven to
promote

. healthy non-briltle and
nort-spiitling nails, this hard-
covered, colourful, .spiral-bound

. boqk is n welcome addition for the
homo, library,

FOR A: really special treat, there’s
Ihe Rerf River's Round-Up Cookbook

o’ tribute to the Old, Western
•
V°wboyg and

. their
,
chuckWagon

chers who .roamed .the range with*
• them,,

'

.. o-;.. .

The chuckwagon was the com-
.Wstyum? kitchen,! and contained*'

' ^' i^ well-arranged aTorage spacer

‘terrorists’ to secure a permanent
foothold in Rhodesia. Not only will

wc clear this lot out in the short-

term, but, when our long-term plans

arc completed, wc will be able to

prevent any future similar recur-

rence.”

As the resistance continued un-

abated, the repression grew ever

more ferocious: more people were
killed, tortured, lmngcd, imprisoned
without trial and moved from one

area to another. Inevitably, such

measures were useless. Smith went
on issuing his comforting placebos

to a nation in need of radical sur-

gery.

In fact, the strange thing is that

Smith did so long after he knew that

the position was hopeless. He was

talking rot about preserving "that

Christian civilization which our

forefathers brought with them when
they pioneered this country and set-

tled here for all time,” when inter-

national pressure was so intense,

and the resistance so clearly un-

broken, that white surrender was in-

evitable.

IT DOES not follow, of course, that

every country in which there is

some form of national resistance

must go the way white Rhodesia

went. The white Rhodesians can

claim with some justice that they

were betrayed by Margaret
Thatcher, whose first election they

hailed with such delight, by Dr,

Henry Kissinger, who intervened as

an impartial peacemaker on the side

of Lhe blacks, and, above all, by the

realistic South African government,

which abandoned them when the

cause wus lost. Other countries may

be stronger economically and better

led than Rhodesia was. But one

clear lesson does emerge: winning a

battle against terror, without deal-

ing with the national and other

causes of the resistance, cannot win

n war.

It is u thousand pities that the cur-

rent news of what is happening In

Zimbabwe is so sombre. It is clear

throughout history that o nation, at-

tuining some national or

revolutionary goal, has not thereby

attained Utopia, and that it may still

be tormented by the revival of old

quarrels or tho creation of new dis-

cords. B

all the food, water, utensils, fuel,

Tire kit, tools, bedrolls, extra gear

und what not to keep the cowboy
satisfied on his long lonely stretches

on the plain. The chuekwagon
served ulso as social centre and,

sometimes, as hospital and clinic.

All the recipes included in Red

River’s Round-up are the authentic

ones that the chuekwagon cook

prepared on the open fire. It in-

cludes the various steaks and stews

and dumplings, Tried fish, frijoles

(refried beans), rice, potatoes, and

things that come in cans. There are

ulso he-man sourdough biscuits,

flapjacks, slapjacks, cornbread, and

such sweets as fried pie, sweet

potato pie and son-of-a biich-in-a-

sack. Believe it or not, there are

even assorted coffee recipes:

Lonesome Coffee, Greenhorn Cof-

fee and Cow Camp Coffee.

Red River’s Round-up’s ap-

pearance also bears the weather-

beaten, rugged cowboy motif. It is

printed on heavy tan paper and

sprinkled with bold western wood-

cuts and authentic western

blaok/white photos of actual

chuekwagon scenes. There is a

sturdy, dusky-hued photograph of a

chuckwagon’s larder.

(Tho book is featured In the

Neiman-Marcus Christma*
Catalogue and can be bought dlrect-

ly frorh:N-M, Dallas, Texas 75201)
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THERE ARE few things that

American comic novelist Thomas

il.ittie Big Man. Neighbours, etc.)

Berger enjoys more than using n

much-cherished myth as a pin-

cushion. This time around, with the

wicked glee of a nasty youth pulling

wings off of (lies, Berger takes on

lhe sweet Andy Hardy world of

small-town America in the mid-

1930s.

|fs a world where everything is

neat and orderly, where everyone

knows everyone else, and where

only the occasional misfit has

dreams of anything bigger. One
restless type, for example, spends

his spare lime in the public library,

"doing research into various sub-

jects that interested him: the extrac-

tion of gold from seawater, Asiatic

techniques for training the will,

magnetism, and the Pope’s secret

plan to introduce into the non-

Catholic areas of the world an army

of secret agents whose mission it

was to poison the public reser-

voirs.”

It’s also that long-gone world

THIS IS one of those first novels of

which one dreams. It discloses a

comedic talent of the first order.

Marilyn Greenberg’s evocation of

the social jungle of American-
Jevvish suburbia is wickedly and

delightfully on target.

Shoe Rosenstock, rabbi of the

Chicago suburb of New Saxony,

returns from a year’s sabbatical in

Israel to learn that his 20-year-old

life contract with the congregation

he created has been unilaterally

voided by the synagogue board.

Through his wife’s eyes we watch

unfold the emotional and legal con-

sequences of this act.

Marilyn Greenberg has a marvel-

lous sense of the selfishness, fad-

dishness, and potentiality for collec-

live cruelly of suburbanites.

Perhaps the deftest passages in the

book arc the letters to Rabbi

Rosenstock from his congregants,

some of them weeping crocodile

tears at his predicament, others giv-

Murderedmyth
THE FEUD hy Thomas Berger.
New York, Dclacorlc Press. 265 np.

$13.95.

S.T. Meravi

where two Lecnaged brothers would

sit up late at night in their shared

bedroom and seriously discuss

their most secret aspirations:

"In the Foreign Legion they give

you a false name, and it is an un-

spoken rule that nobody will ever

ask what your real one is or where

you’re from or what you did before

coming there. If you’re killed, you’ll

he buried in the trackless sands of

the Sahara, lost to the outside

world, but you might gel awarded

the l.’roy de Gwair posl-hewmusly.’

"What’s that?’

’"A medal given by the French

Army. They kiss you on both checks

if you receive it while olive.’

“Tony winced in revulsion.

‘Sounds like the Fruit Army.’ He
would prefer the Mounties. ’How
far is it from here to Canada?’

"Jack said, ’Gee, I don’t know.

But I do know that at one place it’s

real close to the American border:

Niagara Falls. In fact I think I read

once that Niagara Falls arc really in

Canada.’

‘"That can’t be right,’ said Tony.

Niagara Falls have always been

American. Somebody’s trying to

pull a Iasi one.’ It occurred to Tony

that sometimes brainy people like

.lack were easy to fool: just give

them something out of the ordinary

to think of and they’d believe

anything, just for the novelty of it."

FORTUNATELY not too many or

the citizens of Berger’s rival towns

of Horiihcck and Millville have

much out of the ordinary to think

Redundant rabbi
THE RABBI’S LIFE CONTRACT
hy Marilyn Greenberg. Doubleday,

New York. 231 pp. $14.95.

Bernard Wasserstein

ing hint well-meant stupid advice,

but most concerned not with his

problems but with the writers’ own.

There is the bur milzvu boy’s mother,

concerned Ihut her son might stut-

ter; the “friend” who writes: "Call

me. ..Leave your message on my
machine"; and Mrs. Blossom

Kclbanowsky, who inquires "Why
do you Lind the cantor not wear the

beautiful while robes which I

donated a goodly sum to see...and

ulso. I personally told the cantor if 1

wanted to hear opera, I’d go to the

opera... And also, our new prayer

book is a Chinese menu as far us I’m

concerned. I can’t make heads or

tails of it.”

BUT THIS is more than just

another satire on American Jewish

vulgarity. Marilyn Greenberg deftly

etches the subtle changes of mood,

the strange combinations of hope

Hnd despair, passivity and frenetic

action, hatred and compassion

through which the rabbi’s wife runs

as she tries to cope with the sudden

transition from rebbetzin to outcast.

She manages moments of pathos

without sentimentality, and even (a

considerable achievement) weaves

in a sermon that is readable, moving

and believable.

Some of the characters are

perhaps not fully rounded, though

about: they’re loo busy pursuing

i heir own rotten little lives. That is,

until Dorr Heeler of Horn heck lias

his little run-in with Bud Bullard of

Millville. Soon their respective

families are out for each other’s

blood, and in a plot loaded with

twists, the feud will involve un ag-

gregation of small-town gothics with

monikers like Herkimer, Hoople.

Kd. Clem. Clive, Cox, Krum,
Darkey. Dnrfnian. Munsenmeyer,

Muniphrey, DcWeese, Wcssel,

Wur/cl. Willig and others loo gut-

tural. too grotesque and too
numerous to list.

With everyone well-armed with

ignorance, bluster and an eagerness

to misunderstand, it’s inevitable

that general luvoc will ensue. If it

all weren’t so funny one might he

depressed into thinking this an apt

parahle of the Hatfields and the

McCoys up in the Shouf Mountains.

One also might he moved to wonder
what hope ean exist lor Israel and

the Arabs if two mirror-image vil-

lages in pasioral America can’t get

along. D

Marilyn Greenberg seems to huve

the knack (unusual in first novels)

Tor producing what E.M. Forster

culls “flat” characters (one-
dimensional beings, essential to the

story, whose further elaboration

would unduly complicate the nar-

rative). The plot develops a little too

slowly, and there are some loose

ends left dangling at the end
(whLilevcr did happen to Kevin Nuss-

haum. -the. Jewish- Buddhist hippy

who nutters in his robes around the

edges of the various horrific slmchas

in the communal social hall?). But

we are treated to a superbly ironic

denouement {unfortunately dis-

closed on the dusljacket), in which

the rabbi officiates at the funeral of

the leader of the opposition.

Marilyn Greenberg writes with a

sensitivity to language, to human
emotions and to the mixture of

humour and ugliness in collective

human hehaviour, which leaves one

longing for her next novel.

The mogul
MAX bj Howard hast. Ncu York.

Houghton Mifflin. 375 pp. $15 95.

Jennie Tarabulus

THE YEAR is 1891). Twelve-year-

old Max. brash son of poor im-

migrant parents, suddenly finds

himself sole support of his mother
and live younger brothers and
sisters Sell penniless when the father

drops dead nf overwork.

From then on, Max Britzky,

colourful protagonist of Fast’s new
novel, never deviates from a

pragmatic philosophy of not selling

his labour.

Instead, he uses his brains and

sells other things. He hustles bagels,

theatre tickets, nets in a vaudeville

comedy-duo. At 19 he discovers

Edison’s motion picture projector

and, improving on it, pioneers

mnvic-niitking in New York. Then
he goes West to found Hollywood’s

biggest studio by 1927. Max could

be any of the fabulous movie

magnates of the Thirties, un-

educated beyond sixth grade but

astute, intelligent, daring to envi-

sion and then create a revolutionary

new mass entertainment.

HE HAS no illusions about this

niuke-belicve business. “The world

1 live in is a sort of lunatic asylum,"

he tells an aspiring movie star, one

of thousands who streamed to Hol-

lywood hoping to be "discovered."

The wacky beginnings oT the star

system, the advent of Talkies, the

new architecture of movie palaces,

make racy, even educational
reading. And Max? Always giving,

giving to leeching relatives, a class-

ically shrewish Jewish mother, a

divorced, vengeful wife, he learns

that when you give, the taker,

whether your vice president or a

sponging brother, resents you.

Max is one of Howard Fast’s best

novels.
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FKI.NC If JEWRY. during the

yeari covered hy till* hook — nanrc-

iy J7'»| to I Will -• represented a uni-

quely success! ul case o! social in*

jegfution and acculturation. I hey
provided a mudel fur I lie rest ul

IInrope. 1 he french Revolution had
grained lull civil cinanci|iaiion at

mm hhm in 1791. and m spite ul the

regressive decret infante' ol IHU7,

Napoleon I had consolidated its

work, and provided f rench Jewry
with a centralized, hierarchical

organization in the Consistories.

Willi the abolition ol communal
ii(itnniini) and the old juridical

sanctions hy the Revolution, the

emergence ol the Consistoires was
especially important; they provided

a centre ol collective activity and
identification lor Jews, confronted

lor the first time in European
history with the possibility ol lull

pariictpiUion in an open society.

Hm if the ( oiiMsltincs ottered a

Inline ot reference lor the com-
munity ol Israelites lnm\ms. they

did .so ul the price ol separating

religions and national, spiritual and
political components in the history

of Israel. Napoleon I, following in

the lootsteps ol Jacobin emancipa-
tion and using the Sanhedrin, hoped
in this way to eliminate the vestiges

of Jewish particularism, and iruns-
I nr ill the Israelites, info fully

Hedged, assimilated, patriotic
citizens.

EVEN IS DM} not, however, follow

this prescribed pattern, and social

integration did not necessarily lead

It) the abandonment ol Jewish iden-

tity, in spile of (lie centrifugal treads

ut work in French society. Indeed,

the mam thrust of this luscinuling

.study is lo explain why n new Jewish
consciousness, modern, politico I

mid oriented towards the concept
Kuf Yhrm-I arevim zeh fe'zeh (motto
ofthe Alliance Israelite Univcrselle)

should have first crystallized
precisely in hr nee where, since
17X9, Jews were ottered everything
as individuals and '‘nothing as a

nation.''

Prolessor (jrnetz underlines this

paradox by pouting out that, in pre-
IHMI branch society, there was no
wild unti-Kcmitism, no persecution

II* THERE is a basis for belief ih the
existence of a national spirit, the
pfonl miiy be found in the intellec-

tual jnnke-up of the, Arabs, who
have been devoted to poetic expres-
sion throughout their long literary

.history, liven political speeches
• were n cross between poetry 'unil

prose, through the use of m/a, or

. ;
rhymad prose, which hequme hal-
lowed in the Korun. To (his day
Arab /mains, of preachers,

‘ throughout the Arub .world resort to
* • this device to instruct and edify ua

well as to incite find Inflame.'

: ll wjis.thc conquered Zoroastrism
1 Persians who administered u literary

booster to the Arabs:. "Their
,
-

: aesthetic Icnipcrmnony writes the
'

•
, late American-Lebanese historian

•’
i Philip lli.tti in his History of. the

,
Arabs, ’‘was a . sorely needed ple-

J V,
;

Mis.Mil
:
In the cuHtiruf lilc of thc

'

Scmiiiv.Vrahs" The .first pruse
viHirkitd appear in Arabic >vns. the

^.. nialchles? Kalita wa-t>iihha (I l was
.

: K^ptfTtfd . reading Iri'ilie Jewish .

• :i .
Mrhnuk:in' Baghdad), ^collection of

•!;:
;

and
-

parables; by, the’ Indian
.

j .
K»ge illidpsii, rendered into Arabic

Pi'Hlaviftjyiidd ie‘- .Peri..

rsqir'Svhs
*
I;.:;:*«S?!^V

,

/pOTI.-'lte •Sdnskrlt’ .;oi4elnfll

The French model

HA-PKKIPHEKIA HA’JIA LA-
MERC'AZ. Praqim B-Toldot
Yabadut t'sarfat (From Periphery to

Centre. Chapters In 19th History of

French Jewry) by Michael Uraetz.

Jerusalem. Mossud Bialik. 341) pp.
No price slated.

Robert S. Wislrieh

ul the kind that did later develop
during (he Drey I us A Hair, and
which might account lor the

emergence ol a Jewish profa-

nation ulism. Mis own approach,
pioneering both in its methodology
and content, is to examine the

dialectic between the centre
(the Parisian Jewish establishment)

and the periphery (those Jews out-

side the organized Jewish com-
munity). between the Christian ma-
jority and Jewish minority in the

general Iramcwork ol the nation-

state, and ulsu within specific sub-
cultures in French society (for in-

stance, within liberal-republican

circles, the Saint-Simonian sects

etc). His argument turns on the as-

sumption that, on the margins of
French and Jewish society, the basis

of a new ideology, which inspired

the foundation of the Alliance

Israelite in I860, gradually
developed. The periphery eventual-

ly conquered the centre, as a result

of internal Jewish and general
historical trends in French society,

hut the changes, as the author
hi nisei I suggests at the end, were
minimal. The universalist,
republican enthusiasm of the Al-
liance founders was easily con-
tained and domesticated by the
French Jewish establishment just us

later its philanthropic activities

abroad could be readily combined
wuh the aims of French foreign

policy.

However, what is more signifi-

cant than its subsequent late — at

least for the author's analysis — is

the unique synthesis of Jewish par-
ticularism and universalism in the

A glimpse of Tantal
AL-QISSA AL-QASIRA 'INDA
YAHOLU) EL-IRAQ (Short Stories

by Jewish Writers from Iraq, 1924-

(978). Collected und. edited with
mites and introduction by Professor
Slim uc I Morcli. Jerusalem, Magncs
Publications, the Hebrew Univer-
sity, .11X1 pp. No price listed.

Hliahu Khazouiu

i'^ *

'i!

Mum Y/i*A/.i. made the name of
Huroun el- Rashid .. known

.
Iln'o Hi! limit t lie world.

The Arabs, however, steadfastly

,
refused lo yield, to what Coleridge

1 termed "thill willing suspension of
disbelief... which constitutes poetic
lailh.”

More than n century had to pass
before the first iriiporinnt collection
of short stories appeared m.Bgypt in'

1917. This coincided With the

i

British pecupation :4T ! raq.' :

. ;

. U l.hiltiicK*: the jcwk;ia- i^iidre^r

-Si
0

-
1

:

writcriem^rged aioncc.
• T)^y biid hell I riq them Iwo gencrit-

(ipmorAVesternintUlrily French. ih-
Bucnce

jT
- slrjce; | 8(54 when The fifsjt

’! Alljuiiet? sohdpl: \Vlis: established in
•

1 Baghdad:; s'.>. -

'jtffcljort. sidrift* SMiilar! to"ih^ sin-
-.linusntal

, ep.isqdes.bv ifie tibanese-— :r ' -T---' -
T. •

American Khalil Jubran (Gibran)
began to appear in the early Twen-
ties.

This debt to the Jews was first

acknowledged in the mid- Fifties by
the Iraqi critic Abdul Qader Amin.
A nwur Shaul, who in 1930 published
the first volume of Irnql short
stories. First Harvest, was singled
out for special praise. "U wns by this

hook and others that Mr. Shaul
paved the wuy for the emergence of
the Iraqi short slory." asserts Amin.
I HAVE read belter stories than the
ones included in this anthology, but
the editor could not have made a
belter choice than “Tanlal”, by the

. youngest Iraqi, writer; Samir Naq-
qash (b. 1938), who was educated in

,

isrild from age 13. It is also the:
longest in this collection of 20 short
stories. With some pruning it would
not shame the great Egyptian Najib !

Muhloudh.. || reminds one of fi.M.,
Foster s;haunted and haunting story

1

'•-The. Sijren':/;which..NaqbashvhaS '

' p rphiihly rtcVef reitd..;
.
V

V ,’fiintal. the shidowygnd elusive
1

‘

..
prulagonjsi of the

: story; is a Prolean; ,

.
pixie Who Hingesweird; Upexpected?

. -xpQcarsioces in vajipiii guises. H Is'

- ;ts Vla.i cpnfuse,: ,confound,^
;
;mpuk;shodp

T scure, plkilateiand otr-i
-

. ' fuscutq.'.; prten- hi - descends ito iin- '
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original ideology and programme ot

the AIU. Gractz's major contribu-

iioii is to show how this emerged

Iroin the encounter between such

marginal French Jewish intellec-

tuals as Joseph Salvador, bugene

Manuel and Jules Carvallho and

enlightened, liberal-republican

Frenchmen, equally removed from

a practising Catholic faith. This

social and intellectual confronta-

tion. like the earlier association of

Jews and non-Jews in the Sainl-

Simoman movement, created the

context in which new ideological

conceptions could nourish. Jews

who were proud of their origins, and

unwilling to accept the' Christian

colouring ol Saint-Simonian mes-

sianism, or the ‘‘inferiority'' ot

Hebrew monotheism to Christian

revelation (as expounded in racial

terms hy the liberal Ernest Kenan),

were obliged to search for new ways
to justify the legitimacy ot a con-

tinued Jewish existence.

Some, like Joseph Salvador, went
back lo Mosaic legislation to argue

that the Hebrews had created the

first "modern'* republic and the

must progressive social legislation

in the world; and that ancient Israel

should be (he political model for a

reformed social order based on the

monotheistic principle of unity.

Others, who came from the Saint-

Simonian school, stressed the
Jewish roots of messianic univer-

salism and, as in the case of the

Percire brothers (Sephardim from
Bordeaux), succeeded in translating

their idealism into practical,
entrepreneurial success. As Graeiz
shows, the banking system, the in-

d u s l rial revolution and the
dcmocrutizalion of credit owed a

great deal to Jewish initiative — es-

pecially under the July Monarchy of

Louis Philippe und Napoelon Ill's

Second Empire — and provided a

solid material basis lor Jewish in-

tegration.

ESPECIALLY INTERESTING is

Gruet/.’s treatment of the
Rothschilds, both the myth und the
suclo-cconomic reality behind their

dominance of la haute finance, as it

influenced Jews and non-Jews alike.

Conservative rather thnn in-

abashed ribaldry, and at times he
swiftly chunges sides when he seems
to be in cahoots with the wicked.
No child in Baghdad was unaware
of Tantal's exploits and all were
awed, charmed and intrigued by this
fascinating combination of djinn,
ogre and leprechaun.

This reulistic, autobiographical
tale is in three parts, first "Baghdad,
1946," which gives a nostalgic
description of upper middle class
Jews living in palatial mansions in
Baghdad which Naqqash knew as a
little boy, when his grandmother
first told him of Tantal's exploits.
The second pnrt, “Israel in the

Fifties," depicts life in the
maahara or transit camp, to which
Naqqash was catapulted after he
left Iraq with his family.. Part three,

"Israel 1970“ finds him a "multi-
storied cube," a stone's throw from
his former nta'abara lent.

The transition js done in q master-
fully smooth manner, with the ubi-
quitous presence of Tantal, making
the story a veritable cliffhanger. At
the end we ar? left with the tantaliz-
ing question Whether the narrator
succeeded ni.long last in catching a
gllnfpse of Tantal, who thus repays

no^alory in the industrial and finan-

cial spheres, but remarkably adap-
table and also sensitive .to (heir role

in the Jewish world, the French
Rothschilds acquired a political in-

fluence which made them the ad-

dress m internal and international

Jewish affairs. The Consistory took
no major action without consulting
them, and the "periphery,” too,

would have achieved little had not'

the Rothschilds already made Paris

a centre of international impor-
tance, and proved capable of in-

tervening (us in the Damuscus aft air

and other episodes) on behalf of
persecuted Jews.

In practice, ns Graetz-
demonstrates, the Rothschilds and
the Consistory fulfilled most of the

functions that the periphery later

sought to execute in the framework
of a new international Jewish
organization. The former preferred,

how'-YT, the est’ablishcd methods
of shtadlanot (secret diplomacy
behind the scenes) whereas the

post- 1848 generation of younger,
republican Jews wanted to arouse
public opinion, and to assume a

higher profile in combining dis-

tinctive Jewish politics with French.

universal ideals. By concluding the

story in I860 ut the height of the era

of lihcrul optimism in Europe,

Graetz preserves the essential unity

ul the period running from the

emancipation to the establishment

of the Alliance.

.Subsequent developments under
the Third Republic, which were to

reveal a very different pattern of in-

teraction between France's society

and its Jewish minority — one with

increasingly tragic consequences —
clearly lie beyond the scope of the

book’s enquiry. Nevertheless, one
cannot help wondering how well the

author’s conceptual model would lit

a French and a Jewish society un-

dergoing gradual disintegration

both at the centre and the
periphery. What is certain is that

Professor Graetz’s approach
provides us with a new and il-

luminating way of understanding

not only 19th century French Jewry
but also the relationship between
assimilation and Jewish national

consciousness.

photograph. Another example of

such writing is the well-known folk

story by Miriam Muila, one of the

two women writers included (the

other is Esperance Cohen) who is

represented by her story "Decen-
cy,” feelingly depicting the compas-
sion of an Arab police guard in a

Mandatory prison in Jaffa.

Except for some of the stories

written in Israel, there is a con-

spicuous lack of Jewish themes. To
paraphrase Heine, the writers all

seemed bent on gaining “an
entrance ticket to Iraqi culture.”

This was Important to those who
were ambitious, since in Iraq there

were almost no conversions. Arab
society looked askance at conver-
sion by the People oT the Book.

This attitude is reflected in the

story of one of two known conver-
sions. Moshe was the head of a sec-

tion in the Department of Postsand
Telegraphs, and after his conversion
and obligatory pilgrimage to Mec-
ca, he was known among his Arab
friends as “Hajji Moshe”, though
his name hud been officially

changed to Moussa.
The irony is that Mecca has been

barfed to the. Jews since the time of

L",ii !-i:

h.syoungdeypiees whb trust.inhim the second Caliph Omar who died
in 1115 existence^ '

.. 12 years after the Prophet Moham-Mim is an .qxapiple. of what; a med. After the exodus or the Jews
gjtied writer.can do with a foljt, tale, from .Iraq, .the: unrequited Moshe-

1

0

Mby olhef.!storles ip Moussu ^so had to leave Baghdad,

ve rsu s- !P'hi a

S

ir

^C * Pa,
2
lin8

,

eyen thoughhe w^abonafidf^aj-
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THIS IS the second volume of

l-Tiahu Elath's 1200 pages plus per-

sonal record of the diplomatic

struggle in the United States winch

preceded the establishment of the

Side of Israel in May. 1948 (the first

volume, of 457 pages, appeared in

1979). lilalh was evidently a

diplomat with a sense of history,

who set aside |>arts of each day in

order to record its events. The

result is very much a personal

memoir, at times loo lengthy and

heavy going, lor this reviewer at

least.

The issues under debate are

familiar enough, and opposing

schools of history — “State

Department” and "While House”

— have drawn cudgels. Put briefly,

the debate concerns the motives un-

derlying American support (when

given) for the Zionist cause. Was
Truman moved primarily by purely

humanitarian considerations, or

more by cynical interest in the

domestic Jewish vote? Did the State

Department deliberately sabotage

the President’s policy (over

Trusteeship, in March, 1948), or did

they simply misjudge political

repercussions at home? In short, is

the familiar portrait painted by

Zionist historiography — of

Judeophile friends of Zionism
(Truman), and demented, anti-

Semitic opponents (Bevin) —
authentic history, or caricature?

A difficult birth

ALTHOUGH ELATH presents us

with frequent illustrations of the

electoral power of American Jewry,

at least as perceived by the

Democratic Party, President

Truman emerges us a man drawn lo l

the Zionist cause primarily by moral

and religious sentiment. In contrast,

the British are type-cast os the vil- j

lains, the British Foreign Office

working in tandem with the Slate

Department. The popular
stereotypes about Bevin are trotted

out once more; "intolerant of

other’s views, egocentric,
dogmatic." According to Elath,

after Bevin hud failed to solve the

Palestine problem, he developed an

anti-American, anti-Semitic com-
plex which remained with him until

his dying day. Bevin's refusal to

cooperate, in implementing the UN
Partition plan, was allegedly an at-

tempt to sabotage the American-
Soviet agreement, and force the in-

ternational community to resort

ultimately to the British, i.e. Bevin's

plan. Research into recently-

opened British documents (of which

Elath himself has not taken advan-

tage), has produced a more
balanced, sober view.

Bui the central theme of Elath's

book Is the intrigue-ridden world of

Washington politics, with its various

lobbies and pressure-groups. One of

the great unsung heroes of the

American ' Administration was
David Niles, who has been called

the
i

Zionists’ “Wailing Wall.” The
son' of Jewish immigrants, Niles ad-

vised both Presidents Roosevelt and

Truman on minority problems. He
made himself available to Elath,

night or; day. to listen to Zionist

tales of State Department machina-
tions and; presumably, to carry the

awful truth to the President; who
. then countermanded that Depart-
ment's pro-Arab tendencies.

.Yet' there is another facet of

Niles’ role, one which does not ap-
,'pear in. Elath's story, but which
emerges dearly from the records of

.
Truman's White House staff, now in

’

‘ pie Truman archives. Niles was not
very inuch liked by his colleagues at

•
.

White House (because he was a

\ few?). He was a furtive, secretive

...
;

man, whose self-projected image as

Trantari’s right-hand man presumed
:

Note prestige, than he actually enj

THE STRUGGLE FOR
STATEHOOD, WASHINGTON
1945-1948, Vol. 2, January 1947 —
15 May, 1948 by Eliahu Elath. Two
parts, Tel Aviv. Am Ovcd, 785 pp.

+ index. No price staled.

would one day work out that way.

(Zvi Ganin, Truman. American

Jewry, ami Israel. 1945-1948,

p. 187.) But on this point, Elath the

diplomat is not challenged by Elath

tile historian.

Michael J. Cohen

joyed. His pro-Zionism was predic-

table, and his advice at staff-

meetings the less valuable for it. But

more than that, vis-h-vis the

Zionists, he was very much of a

“front man,” who deflected Zionist

attacks against the White House on

lo the “wicked" Stale Department.

During the first months of 1948,

with the Cold War simmering in

Eastern Europe, the Zionists dis-

cerned clearly, though they never

quite understood, the mechanics of

* the American relrcnl from the UN
Partition Resolution. David Niles

explained lo Elath that the presi-

dent wns not a free agent, and could

not always get his own way against

the Stale Department. (With all the

differences, one is reminded of Kis-

singer's subterfuges during the first

days or the Yom Kippur war, when

the U.S. Defence Department was

assigned the role of villain.) Yet, as

Niles reassured Elath, Truman

would never be deflected from his

humanitarian interest in the migra-

tion of the 100,000 Jewish D.P.S to

Palestine, and would never go back

on his support for a Jewish State in

Palestine.

NI LES’ REASSURANCES,
however sincerely given, have not

stood up under historical examina-

tion. Truman’s own memoirs,

published in 1956. stated quite

clearly that his support for the re-

settlement of the D.P.S did not in-

volve the establishment d a Jewish

State in Palestine, (vol. 2, Years of

Trial and Hope, p. 140.) More recent

' research has revealed that on id

. May,; 1948, i.e. on the day after he

granted recognition to the State of

' Israel. Truman wrote a private let-

[ ter lo Bartley Crum (a member of

; the Zionist lobby, who had been one

t of the American members of me

i
Anglo-American Committee of En-

f quiry in 1946), stating that _he,

i Trurtian, still preferred the solution

1 i proposed by that nmirittBO (ii h-

- national state), and hoped that it

THERE WERE several aspects of

American policy, prior to May,

1948, which it is difficult lo square

with the president’s alleged sym-

pathy lor the Zionist cause. One of

the most painful, and potentially

fatal, was the arms embargo im-

posed by the Americans on the

Middle East at the beginning of

December, 1947. As everyone well

knew, the embargo affected the

Yishttv primarily, since the Arabs

continued lo receive arms from the

British, under existing contracts.

When Niles wns asked by Elath to

urge the president to relax the

restrictions, the former replied that,

at a lime* of extreme crisis between

East and West, the Americans had

to try to avert the spread of local

wars in sensitive areas such as the

Middle East..

Another White House aide, again a

Jew, Judge Sam Rosenman, told

Elath that the president regarded

the problem posed by the remnant

of the Holocaust as a moral chal-

lenge to the Christian world, and as

such it was detached from all ques-

tions of political advantage — even

if at times the President was forced

to deviate from his choserr course;

Such comforting words from the

direction of the White House seem

to have assuaged the Zionist lobby,

as they undoubtedly were intended

to do. But they proved of little use

to the Yishuv, which since the mor-

row oT the UN Resolution had been

fighting, and losing, its War of

Independence. (The losses suffered

by the Yishuv between December,

1947, and April, 1948, in what has

been called the “the battle for the

roads,” are nowhere mentioned by

Elath. to a visit he himself paid to

Palestine in April, 1948, he devotes

a mere half dozen lines.)

A further setback for the Zionist

cause was the American proposal,

before the UN Security Council on

19 March. 1948, thfit the UN Parti-

tion Resolution be set aside in-

definitely; and replaced by a UN
(i.e. British) Trusteeship. THe
Jewish Agency knew the State

Department had been labouring in

this direction since the beginning of

the year. But Flalli and his col-

leagues seem in have been taken

completely by surprise, and could

mil believe that such a statement

could have been made without prior

presidential authorisation. Their

shock was the greater since, only

the day before. Truman had grunted

Wei /ina mi :i secret audience,

and reassured him of his support for

partition. One school of historians,

Llulli included, is convinced
dial "the striped pants boys” of the

Slate Department tricked Truman,
and pulled oil a coup behind his

back. Others, who have studied the

Stale Department documents, huve

concluded that Truman was privy lo

all the discussions on Trusteeship

lending up to the March statement,

and that it was the lack of timing

and udvancc publicity which
angered the While House.

ONE OF the most fascinating in-

sights provided by Elath is into

Zionist contacts with the Soviets, a

grey area hitherto closed lo the

historian. Elath confirms previous

assessments that the Soviets’ sup-

port lor partition was part of their

global, anti-imperialist policy.

Stalin's main concern was to pre-

vent the establishment of u British

military bastion in Lhe Middle East,

even ul the expense of
friendship.of the Arabs, considered

an unreliable entity in any case.

Should Palestine remain a bi-

naliunn! State, it would in effect

become pnrt of the British-

dominated Arab world.

On the other hund, a

Jewish State which arose against the

wishes of Britain would be unlikely

lo grant military bases to the West,

and would provide a spoiling ele-

ment in British policy in the area,

which rested itself on the Arab

League.

Ironically, lhe Soviets and their

satellites were also convinced of,

und motivated by their belief in, the

power' of American Jewry — a myth

which the Zionists themselves did

not try to. discourage. Thus, after

November, 1947, because the

i Soviets’ poor relations with the

i Americans precluded harmonious

,
cooperation at the UN, they ap*

i pealed lo the Zionists to exert their

1 influence with lhe Americans to

1 prevent any backsliding on the par-

: tiLion plan.

THE CLIMAX of Elath's account,

inevitably, is provided by Truman’s

recognition of the infant Stale of

Israel, at eleven minutes past 6.00

p.m. on 14 May, Washington time,

i.e. at eleven minutes post midnight

in Palestine, already 15 May, the

first minutes of- Israel’s in-

dependence. There were several

Zionist leaders, notably Sherlok and

Nahum Goldmann, who hesitated

lo proclaim the State at the end of

Lhe British Mandate, especially

when Marshall, the American
Secretary of State, warned that if.

the Jews went ahead, against

American wishes, they should not

expect any American aid when the

Arabs attacked. Elath reveals (hat

this is precisely what happened,

even before independence. On 1

1

May, 1948, with the Etzion bloc be-

ing overrun by -

the Arab Legibn,

Shertok sent a panic-stricken

telegram from Tel Aviv to Elath,

asking for American aid or In-

tervention. All Elath’s pleas, to the

State Department, and to , Niles,

.

were unproductive;;- and : the jh&Sr,

sac re continued until the bide of

;

settlements :
was overrun 4nd con-

quered.

Some thirty years after, the

events, Elath discovered front the

State Department documents that it

I ut<i been Null uni Gold man n who,

working behind hi* colicagues*

backs, had engineered Marslialls

well-known warning. When the

American section ol the Jewish

Agency executive rejected an

American request in delei in-

dependence. Ci old niiiiiu, who
teared the consequences ot going it

alone, urged Lhe State Department

tn call in Sherlok and Silver and

warn them off.

The prompt recognition of Israel

by the United Stales was engineered

and master-minded by Clark Clif-

ford. Truman’s right-hand man ul

the While House. Clifford seems lo

have been moved primarily by u

desire to restore the president’s

electoral position within the Jewish

community, following the setback

alter the Trusteeship proposal the

previous March; and by the goal of

pre-empting the Russians. Elath

took full responsibility upon
hiinscir, and the provisional cabinet

in Israel seems to have been left en-

tirely out of the picture.

At I it. (Ut a. m. on 14 May
(Washington time) — the precise

hour nl which, in the Tel Aviv

Museum, Uen-Guriun wns reading

nut Israel's Declaration oflndepen-

deuce — Clifford phoned Elath l«»

tell ‘him that if he sent ill a written

request for recognition, to l lie

White House and to lhe Slate

Department, it would he granted.

When asked by Gilford if the new

stale’s borders would be those

prescribed by the UN Resolution.

Kliith eonfirmed that they would (in

direct contradiction of Uen-

Gurion's decision iuh to specify any

borders anti so allow the Haganu to

improve on the UN-designated bor-

ders).

Elath had the official request

drafted by 4.00 p.in. Washington

lime. Since he had received no
farther news from Tel Aviv, his let-

ter usked for recognition for “the

Jewish State” (so-called in the UN
Resolution), und signed himself as

the "agent of the Provisional

Government. ” The letter had
already been sent off by taxi, when
news cume in over the radio that the

Jews had proclaimed the new Stale

of Israel. The Jewish Agency’s Press

Agent, Zvi Zinder, was intercepted

at the very gates or the White

House, and rushed back lo Elath’s

office. Fearing the consequences of

any delay. Elath crossed out

*'Jewish Suite” and inserted "Israel,”

by hand, instead of having the

whole letter rc-typed.

THIS IS very much Elath’s own per-

sonal account of events in

Washington and New York. Even

when Wcizinann travels lo

his crucial meeting with Truman

in November. 1947, lo prevent the

excision of the Negev from the

Jewish Stutc, it is Elath who

briefs him on the importance of the

southern desert. Shertok appears

briefly as a gifted Zionist tribune at

the United Nations, and Silver is

given du'e credit for forging

American Jewry into a decisive

force in-support for Zionism. Bett-

Gurion is barely mentioned. It is

Elath himself, ddring the course of

;
endless diplomatic icte-MItes, who
unravels the mysteries of other na-

tion’s policies, and who with his ac-

.

• cess To the White House aides

counters' the. anti-Zionist machina-

tions or the State Department cabal.

Finally, it is Elath himself who

,
single-handedly stage-manages

..Israel's fii*t major diplomatic coup
’~ the immediate recognition by the

.United States.

(Professor Cohen’s Palestine and Ifte

. Great Powers 1945-1948 has just

been published by Princeton

University Press.)
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IT IS pleasant to discuss two in-

teresting novels by a Jewish writer

living in Jerusalem. Their author is

Avigdur Dagan. whose former

name was Viktor Fischl. His two

novels were written in Czech, and

translated inlo Hebrew.

The first or Ihem, The Court

Jesters, has appeared only in the

.

Hebrew edition of Am Oved ; the se-

cond was published in Munich, in

C/ccli. Dagan himself then

translated il inlo English, and Rave

it ilio title. And the Clock Played a

Minuet. A Hebrew translation of the

English edition was brought out by

Dvir in 1982.

I provide the details for Hebrew

readers, or lor anyone who would

like to learn Hebrew with the help

of lhc.se two interesting and very

worthwhile novels. Before discuss-'

ing them. I'd like to suy something

it bout the author himself. Dagan is

u n import ant figure in Czech
culture and literature. He begHn as

a poet, and his lyric temperament is

reflected also in his novels.

lie left Bohemia at the time of

the Nazi Occupation, and became

the secretary, in London, of Jan

Musaryk, the Czech Foreign
Minister. After the war he returned

La Prague, but when Czecho-
slovakia became Communist
he again left Bohemia, set-

tled in Jerusalem, and became an

Israeli diplomat. Among other posts

he has held, he has been Israeli am-
bassador to Norway and to Austria.

Of course, I don't mean to imply

that Avigor Dagan rediscovered his

Jewish roots quite late in life: he was

an uctive Zionist from his youth.

Even so, this very personal fusion of

David Flusser

diplomat, remarkable lyric poet,

and successful novelist is unusual. It

is unusual, also, that a writer able to

translate his Czech novels into both

German and English should know

Hebrew so well. However, in the

present context, the most important

thing to he said about Dagan is that

he writes very good novels, and that

his readers like them.

Hebrew readers were
enthusiastic, also, about The Court

Jesters. I assume that il was not only

the subject of the novel — the

Holocaust — which interested

them, but its treatment of ethnical

and theological problems. Dagan

manages to combine themes from

the Holocaust, and an evocation of

Jerusalem, at a deep level. It is not

just that the themes he develops are

important for us because of their

roots in the Holocaust and in the

timeless. His characters move us,

with the exception, of.course, of the

Nazis. A well-constructed plot

and the sympathetic principal

characters, are typical of all

Avidgor Dngan's novels. The heroes

of his Holocaust novel are all social

outcasts. All four of them could be

described us epic variations on the

ilicmc or (he Suffering Servant in

Isaiah. The grotesque Jewish “court

jesters” of the concentration camp
commandant are appropriate to the

terrible plot. Yet the novel, at the

same time, is a tragic idyll.

DAGAN DOES not distance
himself, in his novels and short

stories, from the tragic aspects of

Paradoxical saviour
THE DEFECTION to Islam of
Shnbbelni Zevl, the Jewish false

messiah, ruined the hopes of thou-

sands who had prepared spiritually

and physically for the return to

Zion. What were his intentions?

Was he merely a fraud, playing on
the most fundamental of hopes
which Judaism holds out to Us
adherents? Was he sincere in the
belief that he was the anointed one
of God? Or was his own belief in his

destiny intermittent, and punc-
tuated by periods of self-doubt?

In his novel. The False Messiah,
Leonard Wolf portrays the lives of
Shabbetai Zevi and those closest to
him. He provides a beautiful version
or how and why the events which
moved and disappointed so many
Jews might .have occurred.

Wolf's novel, oddly enough, is

more earthy and erotic tham-iL is

spiritual. His Shabbetai Zevi it
,

carefully drawn, in alt his fleshy'"

THE FALSE MESSIAH by
Leonard Wolf, Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company. 278 pp. 513.95.

Michelle Cameron

charm and self-seeking magnetism.
Especially sensual is Wolfs picture

of Sarah, the woman who believes

her destiny is to be bride to the

Messiah. She doesn't subdue her
strong erotic impulses, her fate

rather frees her to enjoy them, as

she feels herself beyond ordinary
morality. Wolfs novel captures
both the richness and the sordidness
of this period, in . Europe and the
East.

.Does Shabbetai Zevi truly believe

himself to be the Messiah? There
are moments when he does.
.Pronouncing the never-lo-be-
Ottered name of God on the pulpit

IN dll Our Vows, Ruth Shamir has
succeeded in. her attempt at
creatihg a new type or Jewish/Israeli
novel. . ;

'
:

f Although born in Israel, Miri, the
protagonist of All Our Vows, has
spent the Idst ten years of her life in
.the. United 'States, married and suc-
cessful in ner work. ,

,
Called back to Israel to look after

!the -sop .Qfan.ex'lovcrwho has

ALL OUR VOWS by. RuthShamir,
New York, Shengold Publishing.
189 pp. No price stated.

Sandra Smith :

recently died, Miri is unexpectedly
confronted not only with modern
Israeli society, but with her own
identity. Returning to her
homeland, she feels estranged, ba't-

ihe human condition. Tragedy
jj

central to The Court Jesters but {
is present also in The Minuet,

it

*

seems to me that the two aspects of
'

Dagan's prose (and poems) — ihe i

motif of danger, death, catastrophe l

and the other motif of the human
]

idyll — are unified because Dagan
is a humanist, and cares for human
life. His attitude dignifies his

novels. For instance, in his

Holocaust novel, the tragedy is not

shrouded, yet the absurd horror is

not set down there to scare the

reader. In contrast, his other novel

is an idyll about smnll-town Bohe- I

mian life, yet tragedy is not entirely

absent. Dagan’s optimism is never

cheap.

Both novels have a narrator; in

The Minuet the world is observed

through the eyes of a child. The fact

thul all the novel's erotic en-

counters are witnessed by a child

provides u kind of aesthetic sub-

limation hath of the erotic and the

tragic events.

There is a basic difference

between Dngan's two novels. The

novel uhout ihe Holocaust is pure

fruit or creative fantasy while The

Minuet is a poetic transformation of

childhood impressions. Dagan con-

centrated on artistic stylization; all

The Minuet's motifs, derived from

what the author observed as a child,

are subordinated to a kind of

musical harmony.
Dngan’s novels make a critic's

task quite easy. But if the critic

were to discuss the plot overmuch,

lie would deprive future readers of

the pleasure of freely following the

path Dagan Inis laid out for them.

If I'm not mistaken, most contem-

porary novels arc pleasant and un-

important or unpleasant and impor-

tant. Dugan’s novels are pleasant

and important. The reader should

sample them and see if I’m not

right. 0

in his hometown, appenring before

the men of Citizn when his in-

termediary Nulhun proclaims him

the Messiah, Zcvi's faith in himself

at these moments is supreme. But

the sensation docs not last. In

between, lie is it superficial

selfseeker, unsure of what to do

next, always with a flair Tor the

dramatic.

Wolf has done an excellent job in

capturing the paradox which migm

have raged within Zevi; he portrays

him as both a lover of the senses and

a man assured of a spiritual destiny.

How does Zevi reconcile the two

sides of his nature? Like the wife he

marries ns further proof of his m«-

sianic fate, he concludes that his ad-

vent makes forbidden things Per
‘

missible. Thousands of Jews believe

him, and their moral laxness during

his reign makes their humiJialion
.

8“

the greater when their Mcssian

deserts them. .

Shabbetai Zevi’s life is r‘c^ in
.

in
*

herenl possibilities, and Wolf

successfully tapped them to build a

highly readable, intensely scnsuiu

novel.
u

lered by an Israel she .no tong?

recognizes, and Israelis she n

longer cares to recognize. Yet sn

keeps searching for the true Isra

that she once knew as she seek*

-v true Miri she hopes to be in Ijra

Through her protagonist, Snaro

explores such issues aS't

politicization of the army, ih® me

laliiy of Israeli men, and the n

materialism. In the same way “»

Israel is changing, Min 8

• through u transformation during

. visit and she sees that it might no

-.. very , easy leaving her refoun

homeland.
D

“fT'S HARD to be a consumer"
used 'to be the title of a colleague's

column in one of the Hebrew
dailies. The phrase ran through my
head several times last week. I shall

present a consumer’s diary, ‘with

apologies to Harry Kemelman for

imitating his titles.

SUNDAY THE CONSUMER
WENT TO CITY HALL. To start

the week, I dropped inlo the Tel

Aviv Municipafily building to ob-

tain the discount granted ail parents

paying the “school services fee” if

they have two or more children in

the city’s school system. The dis-

counts, which are given as a right,

not a privilege based on need,

amount to hundreds, and even thou-
sands, or shekels to most families

with school-age children.
Otherwise, the time and aggravation

would not be worth it.

I spent an hour-and-a-half in total

waiting in' two separate queues —
one for high schools, the other for

elementary schools. The elementary
line moved quickly that morning, aa

there were six clerks on duty. When
I asked why they could not approve
the high-school reduction at the

same time, I was toid that it

belonged to a different department.
There were only two clerks taking

care of the forms for high-school
arid pre-kindergarten discounts, so
that queue moved slowly.

The crowds at the relevant fifth-

poor offices In city hall were so
large most of the month that a
policeman had been-posted to main-
tain order. When I' finished my
queuing and went to the city

spokesman’s office to ask if It were
really necessary to employ
policemen for such trivia, I was told

politely, “Not all parents are as non-
violent as you are." .Of course not.

Not all parents can vent their anger
•a print.

The real question, of course, is

why the city hadn’t programmed the
Relevant discounts directly into the
original bills: sent to parents at
borne. Surely the city must know
how many children in each family
ar® enrolled in its schools?

.

As [s so common these driys.thc

Ahard day’sweek.
blame was placed on computer

technology. Yisrael Hochwald, who

is responsible Tor city revenue col-

lection, told me the municipal com-

puters hud not yet been program-

med to correlate the names of.

schoolchildren with the heads of

households, although this is the se-

cond year there has been a school-

services fee. Hochwald assured me
the problem would be solved before

the next scholastic year.

While waiting in line, 1 heard

some disgruntled parents suggest

thut the city might have deliberately

made it hard to obtain the discounts

so that some families might decide

to pay the full school fees Instead.

Hochwald strongly denied there

was such Machiavellianism on the

part of the municipality, which did

not like the present bothersome ar-

rangement any more than the public

did.

When I related my morning's mis-

adventures at home, my husband

quoted a passage to me from a book

he had been just reading, Eastern

Europe Between the Wars, by H.

Seton-Watson:

"The Balkan official does not like

to work. He considers himself so

fine a fellow that the state should be

proud to support him For life and

should not ask him to make efforts

that will lax his intellect and

character... Foreigners and citizens

with protekeja obtain swift and

prompt attention, but the people

can wait. They have waited many

hundreds of years already for justice

and a few more hours will not make

much difference."

Since we have waited 2,000 years

for a Jewish state, perhaps dur own

officialdom assumes il will not hurt

us to wait a few more hours here

and there. Trouble is, those hours

here and there add up to days of

frustration and take ^oir tol

f
work efficiency and stress levels.

During the benzine-scarce years

of World War II, automobiles in the

MARKETING WITH
MARTHA

U.S. bore stickers reading, "Is This

Trip Really Necessary?’’ (My

mother pasted one above our

toilet I) I would like to see such

stickers in every public office, as

reminders to officials to keep

errand-running by citizens down to

a minimum. A sticker asking, "Is

This Form Really Necessary?"

should be affixed to every official

in-tray.

MONDAY THE CONSUMER
WENT TO THE CLINIC. Our

high-school nurse requires a urine

test for every new pupil. So in the

early hours, armed with the ap-

propriate note from our sick land

doctor, I trudged off with my
daughter’s discreet little jar to a

private lab that works with the fund

and took myself a number. After

half an hour or so of patient waiting,

I realized that nearly all the people

in the queue had come for blood

tests, which obviously take more

time than ju&l handing in a bottle.

My comment to this effect did not

impress the receptionist. Finally, a

Wb technician stuck her hoad out

and asked for the people with only

bottles to deliver. But why wasnt

this' the procedure In the first place?

TUESDAY THE MILK WENT
SOUR. I hadn’t really needed

anything urgent from my comer

grocer, cut I went down at 7 a.m. to

return three bags of sour chocolate

milk from the previous day s

purchases. He took them back

cheerfully. _• -

On niy way back to the flat, I

fished the morning Post out of the

mailbox and read at a glance that

Tnuva milk bags dated August 31

should be returned to grocers,

because of faulty pasteurization. A

look in iny fridge disclosed two

bags with the dangerous date— one

opened, one closed. I trotted

straight back to the grocer with

both bags. This lime he wasn't so

cheerful. He told me he had heard

on the radio that such milk should

be boiled, not returned; but I in-

sisted that was the advice for milk

with other dates, not for those

stomped 31.8, which were clearly to

be returned. Grudgingly, he ex-

changed the closed bag for a fresh

one with a different date. I fed the

remains of the open bag to the

neighbourhood stray cals. Our own

spoiled household cat is strictly car-

nivorous and wouldn’t touch milk.

WEDNESDAY THE CONSUMER
GOT CONFUSED. Since Hadera Is

outside my usual territory, I asked

the management of the Co-op Tel

Aviv Dan Hasharon to send me a

press release about their newest and

biggest Super-Shuk which was for-

mally Inaugurated there last

Wednesday.
When I read It, I did a double-

take.

The Co-op management may
know about consumer habits, but

do they, know their geography? The

new Super-Shuk has been named

Lev ffashontroti — Heart of

Samaria, (n its press release, the

management states this Is because

“Hadera is the capital of Samaria."

1 ran to an official map of the

country to confirm my memory that

Hadera is near the Mediterranean

coast, quite far from the area

marked Samaria. I phoned the Co-

op’s public relations man to make

sure the release hadn’t been meant

to read Lev Hasharon. No, the typ-

ing was correct, h<? said.

Next I telephoned Ze’ev Vilnay,

author of the country’s most famous

guidebook.
“Hadera belongs to the northern

Sharon, not to Shomron," he told

me. Samaria Is the hilly inland

region, whose capital is Sheohem —

in Arabic Nablus, The early

pioneers in Hadera did sometimes

refer to themselves as living in the

Shomron rather than the Sharon,

perhaps because Hadera in those

days was so isolated from the

southern Sharon settlements. But,

said Dr. Vilnay, this was simply their

ignorance of geography, not un-

common in those days. There are

other examples of such mistakes, he

said, such as the name of Kibbutz

Negba, which Is not in the Negev at

all, but a good SO kilometres north

of it. Here, however, there is some

excuse, he admits, because Negba

literally means "to the Negev."

THE CO-OP spokesman continues

to insist that the chain carefully

considered its choice of name and

even consulted with the mayor of

Hadera, Yehiel Kahane, who
agreed on the term “the capital of

Samaria."
Curiously, the new Jewish settle-

ments in the heart of Samaria are

closer to another Super-Shuk

branch, the one in Kfar Sava. There’

are also Co-op Super-Shuks in two

Tel Aviv locations and in

Beersheba. The new Hadeja branch

is situated at the crossroads of the

“old” Haifa road and the Hadera

road. It has a sales area of 3,000.

sq.m., represents an investment of

SS million, and is the 105th retail

store in the Co-op Tel Aviv Dan
Hasharon chain, which is the largest

supermarket chain in the country. It

stretches from Hadera to Eilat.

Chances are that shoppers at the

new Super-Shuk, which is open con-

tinuously Grom 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.f

will not even be aware oflts curious

name. Most supermarkets tend to

be known by their location, not by

their official names, if they even

have them. A well-run supermarket

by any name smells just as sweet.

W.Et)NESi>AY, SEPtEMBfck 'tlW? :

THE JERUSALEM POST MAQAZ^NE

BY THURSDAY, this columnist

was too exhausted from the rigours

of being a consumer to do anything

much but wrileuhis diary in time for

the paper’s' early pre-Holiday

deadline. I wish a happy and easy

New Year to all my fellow con-

sumers. — Martha Meisels
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